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 N–end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, respectively. Their 

left and right adsorption maps were N2O adsorption on ZnONCs 

by pointing N–end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, 

respectively. The set of labeled molecules was representative of 

N2O interacting with AL–ZnONC (C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and 

PRL–ZnONC (C2v). Adsorption energies were presented in 

kcal/mol…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….……... 
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4.21 Plots of N2O molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) as adsorption 

configurations of N2O with pointing its (a) N–end and (b) O–end 

toward the adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS. The set of labeled 

molecules was representative of N2O adsorption interacting with 

CNL–ZnONS with C3h symmetry. Adsorption energies were 

presented in kcal/mol…….…….…….…….…….…….…….……. 
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4.22 Plots of N2O molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as (a) adsorption 

configurations of N2O by pointing (a) N–end and (b) O–end 

toward the adsorption sites. The molecules labeled with numbers 

represent the N2O molecule interacting with CCL–ZnONS of 

molecular symmetry of (C3h). Adsorption energies were presented 

in kcal/mol…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…….…… 
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4.23 Plots of NO2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC 

(Zn5O5H8) and (c) PRL–ZnONC (Zn8O8H10). Their left and right 

adsorption maps were NO2 adsorption on ZnONCs by pointing N–

end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, respectively. The set of 

labeled molecules was representative of NO2 interacting with AL–

ZnONC (C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and PRL–ZnONC (C2v). 

Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol…….…….…….… 
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4.24 Plots of NO2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) as adsorption 

configurations of NO2 with pointing  its  (a) N–end  and  (b) O–end  
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 toward the adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS. The set of labeled 

molecules was representative of NO2 adsorption interacting with 

CNL–ZnONS with C3h symmetry. Adsorption energies were 

presented in kcal/mol….…….…….…….…….……….…….……. 
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4.25 Plots of NO2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as (a) adsorption 

configurations of NO2 by pointing (a) N–end and (b) O–end 

toward the adsorption sites. The molecules labeled with numbers 

represent the NO2 molecule interacting with CCL–ZnONS of 

molecular symmetry of (C3h). Adsorption energies were presented 

in kcal/mol….…….…….…….…….……….…….…….…….…… 
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 

 

 The crystal faces of zinc oxide (ZnO) have been studied by several 

experimental and theoretical techniques on adsorptions of H2 [1–5], CO [6], H2O     

[7–9], CO2 [10], NH3 [11], NO [12], NO2 [12, 13], SO2 [13] and N2O [14]. ZnO 

materials have excellent performance in optics, electronics, photoelectronics [1] and 

piezoelectricity [2]. It can also be used as transducers and sensors due to their strong 

piezoelectricity. Different surfaces of the wurtzite ZnO [15, 16] and planar graphite–

like structure [17] have been studied. A large number of different ZnO nanostructures 

such as nanorods [18], nanowires [19–21], nanocombs [22], nanorings [23] and 

nanotubes [24, 25] have been prepared and studied their properties. One dimensional 

ZnO nanotube, or nanorods, or nanowires ZnO were found that they have shown 

much higher sensitivity than polycrystalline ZnO at room temperature because of their 

higher surface–to–volume ratio and stronger dependence of electrical conductance on 

the amount of adsorbates [26–33]. However, since ultrawide ZnO nanosheets which 

have high specific surface area were synthesized, [34] they are expected to have the 

highest surface–to–volume ratio and can be used as gas sensors. Many synthesized 

ZnO nanosheets have been expected to be wurtzite or planar graphite–like structures 

[15, 16, 17] but they have never been expected to be graphene–like structures. 

Recently, the single ZnO monolayer with graphene–like structure (SZOML) was 

theoretically studied and its elastic, piezoelectric, electronic and optical properties 

were investigated from the first principles calculations [35]. Nevertheless, its 

chemical properties such adsorption of fundamental gases have almost never been 

studied. 

 

1.2 Fundamentals of the zinc oxide structure [36] 

  

 Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a compound semiconductor whose ionicity resides at the 

borderline between the covalent and ionic semiconductors. The crystal structures of 
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ZnO are found as three structures namely rock salt, zinc blende and wurtzite as shown 

in Figure 1.1 (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The wurtzite ZnO structure is found to be 

the most stable phase. The zinc blende ZnO structure is found to be stabilized on 

cubic substrates. 

 
Figure 1.1 Stick–and–ball representation of ZnO crystal structures: (a) rocksalt, (b) 

zinc blende and (c) wurtzite. Gray and black balls denote Zn and O atoms, 

respectively. 

 

 Bulk ZnO is known as an ionic semiconductor with a wide band gap (3.4 eV). 

ZnO have been extensively studied for using as a gas sensor and biosensor due to its 

excellent compatibility of ZnO surface. However, it has been found that 

polycrystalline ZnO in forms of integrated film or ceramics shows only limited 

sensitivity for gas–sensor application. Additionally, high sensitivity of the thin–film 

gas sensors can be only realized at elevated temperatures. Alternatively, one 

dimensional (1D) ZnO nanotubes (NTs), nanorods (NRs), or nanowires (NWs) have 

shown much higher sensitivity than polycrystalline ZnO at room temperature. The 

reason is that their surface–to–volume ratio all high. Moreover, the gas sensors 

fabricated with the 1D ZnO nanostructures have shown some advantages over 

crystalline materials for examples low power consumption, light weight, and easy 

recovery capability.  
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1.3 Literature reviews 

 

 In the 2003, Meyer et al. [37] studied the adsorption of CO on different ideal, 

defect–free, ZnO surfaces. For the non–polar (10 1 0) surface they compared 

monolayer versus half–monolayer coverage and CO adsorption geometries with the   

C–atom (‘C–down’) and the O-atom (‘O–down’) coordinated to the surface. For the 

two polar surfaces, different adsorption sites were considered and they studied the 

influence of hydrogen coverage of the surface. The study indicated that CO only binds 

to Zn ions present at the non–polar (10 1 0) and the polar (000 1 )–Zn surface and to 

the OH groups of the hydrogen saturated (000 1 )–O surface. In all cases, the            

‘C–down’ adsorption geometry was more stable than the ‘O–down’ configuration. 

The relaxation of the surfaces was a significant effect and the contribution to the 

adsorption energy is not negligible. No binding of CO to surface oxygen ions was 

found. Therefore, in the experiments where a chemisorption of CO on the (000 1 )–O 

surface was observed, CO was either bound to defects sites and step edges or the 

surface was hydrogen–covered. Altogether, pronounced differences in the adsorption 

properties of CO were found for the four polar surface terminations. The finding of 

this study opens the possibility of employing CO as a probe molecule to identify 

surface terminations, and by comparing theoretical and experimental results, to 

validate microscopic models of the complex, inhomogeneous polar ZnO surfaces. 

  

 In the 2004, Martins et al. [11] studied the large cluster model approximately 

includes the surrounding effects. Fortunately, in the Morokumas ONIOM framework, 

a very large system was divided into three layers. Every layer was described by 

different levels of theory. High level methods especially those including electron 

correlation effects was applied to the small system, the chemically active part, while 

neighbors effects were described by lower level methods. Analysis of the interaction 

of small molecules with ZnO surfaces using the cluster model approach within the 

Oniom three layers methodology offer an opportunity to probe the validity of this 

methodology, as well as a better comprehension of the electronic and structural 

properties of adsorption of CO, H2, H2O, NH3, and CO2 species on ZnO surfaces. The 

results were indicated that the binding energies, orbital stabilization and geometries 

were comparable to the available experimental values. In general, the 6–31+G** basis 
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set level results for the binding energies, a angles and orbital stabilization energies 

were in better agreement with the experimental values. The partial charge values 

calculated using the ChelpG methods were better agreement with the suggested 

experimental acid–basic properties for the oniom high layer. 

  

 In the 2010, Zhang et al. [38] performed spin–polarized density functional 

theory calculations with a plane–wave basis set, as implemented in the Vienna ab 

initio simulation package (VASP) to investigate the electronic and magnetic 

properties of hydrogenated monolayer ZnOGSs. The exchange correlation functional 

was described by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the form of 

Perdew and Wang 91 (PW91). The relaxations were performed by computing the 

Hellmann–Feynman (H–F) forces. The analyses of the relative stability show that the 

H atoms prefered to adsorb on O atoms rather than Zn atoms, while the NH2 

functional groups tended to adsorb on Zn atoms rather than O atoms. The study 

indicated that the metallicity or magnetic semiconductor of ZnOGS could be realized 

experimentally through surface passivation. The various electronic and magnetic 

properties of the passivated ZnOGSs might motivate potential applications of ZnO 

nanostructures in nanoelectronics and spintronics. 

 

 In the 2010, He et al. [39] investigated the interaction of an Mn atom with a     

(9, 0) single–wall ZnO nanotube and with a graphitic ZnO sheet by first–principles 

spin–polarized calculations based on density functional theory (DFT). Following that, 

the adsorption of a single Mn atom at various sites on the outer and inner walls of the 

(9, 0) zigzag single–wall ZnO nanotube are discussed, respectively. In each case, the 

structural, electronic and magnetic properties of the Mn–doped (9, 0) single–wall ZnO 

nanotube were analyzed. The study indicated that the absorption of an Mn atom on a 

graphitic ZnO sheet and a single–wall zigzag (9, 0) ZnO nanotube were studied by ab 

initio calculations. For the Mn–doped ZnO sheet, the most stable adsorption site was 

the H site. The Mn atom tended to push its three nearest–neighbor Zn atoms out of the 

plane so that it can formed bonds with its three nearest–neighbor oxygen atoms. 

Similarly, the H configuration was also the most energetically favorable site for 

adsorption of a single Mn atom on the inner wall of the (9, 0) ZnO nanotube. The 

study provided some useful reference to the synthesis of ZnO nanotubes using TM 

atoms as catalysts and its potential applications.  
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1.4 Objective 

 

 In this study, the various sizes of ZnO nanoclusters (ZnONCs) and ZnO 

nanosheets (ZnONSs) i.e. ZnO nanoclusters of aromatic–like (AL–ZnONC, 

Zn3O3H6), naphthalene–like (NLL–ZnONC, Zn5O5H8), PRL–like (PRL–ZnONC, 

Zn8O8H10), and ZnO nanosheets of coronene–like (CNL–ZnONS, Zn12O12H12) and 

circumcoronene–like (CCL–ZnONS, Zn27O27H18) and bond strength of their Zn–O 

bonds have been investigated. Adsorptions of gaseous oxygen, carbon monoxide, 

nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrous oxide, ammonia, hydrogen and water molecules 

on the ZnONCs and ZnONSs and their electronic properties have been addressed by 

employing the calculations at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 



CHAPTER II 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

 The main of quantum chemical investigations determine the energies of 

molecules using heavy computations based on approximate solutions of the quantum 

methods. Quantum chemistry is divided into semi–empirical, Hartree–Fock (HF) and 

density functional theory (DFT) methods that are also based on quantum mechanical 

principles to the explanation and prediction of chemical behavior. Quantum chemical 

studies relate to the ground state of individual atoms and molecules, to excited states, 

and to the transition states that occur during chemical reactions. Quantum chemical 

results include molecular structure, bond strengths and other characteristics of 

chemical bonds. 

 
2.1 Ab Initio method 

  

 Ab initio quantum chemistry methods are computational methods based on 

quantum chemistry [40]. The simplest type of ab initio electronic structure calculation 

is the Hartree–Fock (HF), in which the instantaneous coulombic electron–electron 

repulsion is not specifically taken into account. Only its average effect is included in 

the calculation. This is a variational procedure therefore, the obtained approximate 

energies, expressed in terms of the system’s wave function are always equal to or 

greater than the exact energy and tend to a limiting value called the Hartree–Fock 

limit as the size of the basis is increased [41].  

 

2.1.1 The Hartree–Fock method [42]   

  

 The Schrödinger equation is deceptive in that, although it is mostly easy to 

write down for any collection of nuclei and electrons, it has proven to be insolvable 

except for the one–electron case (the hydrogen atom). To appreciate the convenient of 

quantum mechanical theory, it is necessary to make three approximations to the 

general multinuclear, multi–electron Schrödinger equation: 
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                                                          Ψ=Ψ EĤ                                                        (2.1) 

 

where E is the total energy of the system and Ψ  is the n–electron wave function that 

depends both on the identities and positions of the nuclei and on the total number of 

electrons. The Hamiltonian Ĥ  provides the recipe for specifying the kinetic and 

potential energies for each of the particles: 
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where Z is the nuclear charge, MA is the mass of the electron, RAB is the distance 

between nuclei A and B, is the distance between electrons i and j, is the distance 

between electron i and nucleus A, and 

iAr iAr

0ε  is the permittivity of free space.  

 The first approximation takes benefit of the fact that nuclei move much more 

slowly than do electrons. We assume that the nuclei are stationary which is known as 

the Born-Oppenhemer approximation. This assumption leads to a nuclear–nuclear 

coulombic energy term, the last term, which is constant. What results is the electronic 

Schrödinger equation: 

 

                                                           elelelelˆ Ψ=Ψ EH                                              (2.3) 
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 The nuclear–nuclear coulomb energy, the previous term in Equation (2.2) 

needs to be added to elE to get the total energy. Note that nuclear mass does not appear 

in the electronic Schrödinger equation. To the extent that the Born–Oppenhemer 

approximation is suitable, this means that isotope effects on molecular properties must 

have a different origin. 

 Equation (2.3), like Equation (2.1), is insolvable for the general case and 

further approximations need to be made. The most obvious thing to do is to assume 
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that electrons move independently of each other, which is what is done in the 

Hartree–Fock approximation. In practice, this can be proficient by assuming that 

individual electrons are limited to functions called spin orbitals, .iχ  each of the N 

electrons feels the presence of an average field made up of all of the other (N–1) 

electrons. To ensure that the total wave function  is anti–symmetric upon 

interchange of electron coordinates, it is written in the form of a single determinant 

called the Slater determinant: 

Ψ
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)1()...1()1(

!
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N21

n21

n21

NNN
N
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χχχ
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=Ψ                                 (2.5) 

  

Individual electrons are represented by different rows in the determinant, 

which means that interchanging the coordinates of two electrons is equivalent to 

interchanging two rows in the determinant, multiplying is value by –1. Spin orbitals 

are the product of spatial functions or molecular orbitals, iψ , and spin functions, α or 

.β  The fact that there are only two kinds of spin functions (α andβ ) leads to the 

conclusion that two electrons at most may occupy a given molecular orbital. Were a 

third electron to occupy the orbital, two rows in the determinant would be the same. 

Therefore, the value of the determinant would be zero. Thus, the perception that 

electrons are paired is really an artifact of the Hartree–Fock approximation. The set of 

molecular orbitals leading to the lowest energy is obtained by a process referred to as 

a self–consistent–field (SCF) procedure. 

 The Hartree–Fock approximation leads to a set of differential equations, the 

Hartree–Fock equations, each involving the coordinates of a single electron. Although 

they can be solved numerically, it is profitable to introduce an additional 

approximation in order to transform the Hartree–Fock equations in to a set of 

algebraic equations. The basis for this approximation is the probability that the one–

electron solutions for many–electron molecules will closely resemble the one–

electron wave functions for hydrogen atom. The molecular orbitals iψ are expressed 

as linear combinations of a basis set of prescribed functions known as basis functions, 

φ : 
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                                                     ∑=
functionsbasis

µ
µµii φψ c                                                    (2.6) 

 

 In this equation, the coefficients  are the molecular orbital coefficients. 

Because the 

µic

φ  are usually centered at the nuclear positions, they are referred to as 

atomic orbitals, and equation (2.6) is called the linear combination of atomic orbitals 

(LCAO) approximation. Note that in the boundary of a complete basis set, the LCAO 

approximation is exact. 

 

2.2 Density functional theory [42] 

 

 The Hartree–Fock model is now commonly known as density functional 

theory. It is based on the availability of an exact solution for an idealized many–

electron problem, particularly an electron gas of uniform density. The part of this 

solution that relates only to the exchange and correlation contributions is extracted 

and then directly included into the SCF formalism much like Hartree–Fock 

formalism. Because the new exchange and correlation terms get from idealized 

problems, density functional models, unlink configuration interaction and Møller–

Plesset models, do not limit to the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation. In a 

sense, they are empirical in that they integrate external data. For this finding, 

important to the development of practical density set model, Walter Kohn was 

awarded the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 1998. 

 The Hartree–Fock energy may be written as a sum of the kinetic energy, ET, 

the electron–nuclear potential energy, EV, and coulomb, EJ, and exchange, EK, 

components of the electron–electron interaction energy: 

 

                                                                                          (2.7) KJVT
HF EEEEE +++=

 

 The first three of these terms take over directly to density functional models, 

whereas the Hartree–Fock exchange energy is replaced by so–called exchange/ 

correlation energy, EXC, the form of which follows from the solution of the idealized 

electron gas problem: 
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                                                                                      (2.8) XCJVT
DFT EEEEE +++=

 

except for ET, all components depend on the total electron density, )(rρ : 

 

                                                        2
orbitals

i
i )(2)( ∑= rr ψρ                                           (2.9) 

 

the  are orbitals, strictly similar to molecular orbitals in Hartree–Fock theory. iψ

 

 2.2.1 The Kohn–Sham energy and the Kohn–Sham equations [43] 

 

 The first Kohn–Sham theorem tells us that it is worth looking for a way to 

calculate molecular properties from the electron density. The second theorem suggests 

that a variation approach might yield a way to calculate the energy and electron 

density (the electron density, in turn, could be used to calculate other properties). The 

two basis ideas behind the Kohn–Sham approach to DFT are (1) to express the 

molecular energy as a sum of term, only one of which, a relatively small term, 

involves the unknown functional. Thus even somewhat large errors in this term will 

not introduce large errors into the total energy (2) to use an initial guess of the 

electron density ρ in the Kohn–Sham equations to calculate an initial guess of the 

Kohn–Sham orbitals. The final Kohn–Sham orbitals are used to calculate an electron 

density that in turn is used to calculate the energy. 

 

2.2.1.1 The Kohn–Sham energy  

 

The ideal energy is that of and ideal system, a fictitious non–interacting 

reference system, defined as one in which the electrons do not interact and in which 

the ground state electron density ρr is exactly the same as in our real ground state 

system, ρr = 0ρ . The electronic energy of the molecule is the total internal frozen–

nuclei energy can be found by adding the internuclear repulsions and the 0 K total 

internal energy by further adding the zero–point energy.  

The ground state electronic energy of our real molecule is the sum of the 

electron kinetic energy, the nucleus–electron attraction potential energies, and the 
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electron–electron repulsion potential energies and each is a functional of the ground–

state electron density 

 

                                 ][][][ 0ee0ne00 ρρρ VVTE ++=                              (2.10) 

 

 Focusing on the middle term, the nucleus–electron potential energy is the sum 

over all 2n electrons of the potential corresponding to attraction of an electron for all 

the nuclei A 
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where v(ri) is the external potential for the attraction of electron i to the nuclei. The 

density function ρ can be introduced into neV  by using that 
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           (2.12) 

 

where f(ri) is a function of the coordinates of the 2n electrons of a system and Ψ is the 

total wave function from equations (2.11) and (2.12), invoking the notion of 

expectation value ΨΨ=
∧

nene VV , and since , and get, xVV =
∧

 

         ][][)()( 0ee000 ρVρTdrrvrρE ++∫=                      (2.13) 

 

that can not known the function in ][ 0ρT and ][ 0ee ρV . The Kohn and Sham to 

introduced the idea of a reference system of non–interacting electrons. Let us to 

define the quantity ][ 0ρT∆  as the deviation of the real kinetic energy from that of 

the reference system. 

 

][][][ 000 r ρρρ TTT −≡∆            (2.14) 
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Let us next define eeV∆ as the deviation of the real electron–electron repulsion 

energy from classical charged–cloud coulomb repulsion energy. This typical 

electrostatic repulsion energy is the summation of the repulsion energies for pairs of 

infinitesimal volume elements ρ(r1)dr1 and ρ(r2)dr2 divided by distance r12, multiplied 

by one–half. The sum infinitesimals is an integral and so  

 

21
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0ee0ee
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r
rρrρρVρV ∫ ∫−=           (2.15) 

 

 Actually, the classical charged–cloud repulsion is somewhat in appropriate for 

electrons in that smearing an electron out into a cloud forces it to repel itself, as any 

two regions of the cloud interact repulsively. This physically incorrect electron self–

interacting will be compensated for by a good exchange–correlation functional can be 

written as 
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 The sum of the kinetic energy deviation from the reference system and the 

electron–electron repulsion energy deviation from the classical system is called the 

exchange–correlation energy, Exc  

 

][][][ 000 eexc ρρρ VTE ∆+∆≡            (2.17) 

 

The T∆  term represents the kinetic correlation energy of the electrons and the 

eeV∆  term the potential correlation energy and the exchange energy, although 

exchange and correlation energy in DFT do have exactly. 

 

  2.2.1.2 The Kohn–Sham equations [43] 

  

 The Kohn–Sham equations are theorem obtained by utilizing the variation 

principle, which the second Hohenberg–Kohn theorem assures applies to DFT. They 
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use the fact that the electron density of the reference system, which is the same as that 

of our real system, is given by 
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where the KS
iψ are the Kohn–Sham spatial orbital. Substituting the above appearance 

for the orbitals into the energy and varying E0 with respect to the  subject to the 

restriction that these remain orthonormal lead to the Kohn–Sham equations, procedure 

is similar to that used in deriving the Hartree–Fock equations,  
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where are the Kohn–Sham energy levels and (1) is the exchange correlation 

potential, arbitrarily designated here for electron number 1, since the Kohn–Sham 

equations are a set of one–electron equations with the subscript i running from 1 to n, 

over all the 2n electron in the system. The exchange correlation potential is defined as 

the functional derivative of 

KS
iε xcv

)]([ 0xc rE ρ  with respect to ρ(r)  
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 We need the derivative vxc for, and the exchange–correlation function itself for 

the energy equation. The Kohn–Sham equations can be written as  
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 The Kohn–Sham operator  is defined by equation (2.19). The difference 

between DFT methods is the choice of the functional from of the exchange–

correlation energy. Functional forms are often designed to have a certain limiting 

behavior, and correct parameters to known perfect data. Which functional is the better 

KS
∧
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will have to be settled by comparing the performance with experiments or high–level 

wave mechanics calculations. 

 

 2.2.2 Hybrid methods 

 

 Hybrid functional increase the DFT exchange–correlation energy with a term 

calculated from Hartree–Fock theory. The Kohn–Sham orbitals are quit similar to the 

HF orbitals give an expression, based on Kohn–Sham orbitals, for the HF exchange 

energy  
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 Since the Kohn–Sham Slater determinant is an exact representation of the 

wave function of the non–interacting electron reference system, is the exact 

exchange energy for a system of non–interacting electron with electron density equal 

to real system. Including in a LSDA gradient–corrected DFT expression for E

HF
xE

xc          

(Exc=Ex+Ec) a weighted involvement of the expression for  give a HF/DFT 

exchange–correlation functional, commonly called a Hybrid DFT functional. The 

most popular hybrid functional at present is based on an exchange–energy functional 

developed by Becke and Steven et al. modified introduction of the LYP correlation–

energy functional. This exchange-correlation functional, called the Becke3LYP or 

B3LYP functional is 

HF
xE
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Here  is the kind accurate pure DFT LSDA non–gradient–corrected exchange 

functional,  is the Kohn–Sham orbitals based HF exchange energy functional, 

 is the Becke 88 exchange functional 
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the β parameter is determined by fitting to known atomic data and x is a dimension 

gradient variable. The  is the Vosko, Wilk, Nusair function (VWN) can be 

written 
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which forms part of the perfect functional for the homogeneous electron gas of the 

LDA and LSDA, and  is the LYP correlation functional. The parameters aLYP
cE 0, ax 

and ac are those that give the best fit of the calculated energy to molecular atomization 

energies. This is thus gradient–corrected hybrid functional. 

 

2.3 Gaussian basis sets  

  

 The LCAO approximation requires the use of a basis set made up of a finite 

number of well–defined functions centered on each atom. The apparent choice for the 

functions would be those corresponding closely to the exact solution of the hydrogen 

atom, that is, a polynomial in the Cartesian coordinates multiplying an exponential in 

r. However, the use of these functions was not cost effective, and early numerical 

calculations were carried out using nodeless Slater–type orbitals (STOs), defined by  

 

                                    ),(
]!)n2[(
)/2(),,( m

l
1

21

21n
00 φθφθφ ζ Yeraζr arn −−

+

=                         (2.24)   

 

The symbols n, m, and l denote the usual quantum numbers and ζ are the effective 

nuclear charge. Use of these so–called Slater functions was entertained sincerely in 

the years immediately following the introduction of the Roothaan–Hall equations, but 

soon abandoned because they lead to integrals that are difficult if not impossible to 
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evaluate analytically. Further work showed that the cost of calculations can be further 

reduced if the AOs are expanded in terms of Gaussian functions, which have the form 

 

                                                                                         (2.25) 
2αrkji

ijk )( −= ezyxNrg

 

In this equation, x, y, and z are the position coordinates measured form the nucleus of 

an atom; i, j, and k are nonnegative integers, andα is an orbital exponent. An s–type 

function is generated if one of i,  j, and k is 1 and the remaining two are 0; and a        

d–type function (second order Gaussian) is generated by all combinations that give i + 

j + k = 2. Note that this guidelines leads to six rather than five d–type functions, but 

appropriate combinations of these six functions give the usual five d–type functions 

and a sixth function that has s symmetry. 

 Gaussian functions lead to integrals that are easily evaluated. With the 

experiment of so–called semi–empirical models, which do not actually entail 

evaluation of large numbers of difficult integrals, all practical quantum chemical 

models now make use of Gaussian functions. 

 Given the different radial dependence of STOs and Gaussian functions, it is 

not obvious at first glance that Gaussian functions are appropriate choices for AOs. 

The solution to this problem is to approximate the STOs by a linear combination of      

Gaussian functions having different α  values, rather than by a single Gaussian 

function.  

 In practice, instead of taking character Gaussian functions as members of the 

basis set, a normalized linear combination of Gaussian functions with fixed 

coefficients is constructed to provide a best fit to an AO. The value of each coefficient 

is optimized either by seeking minimum atom energies or by comparing calculated 

and experimental results for representative molecules. These linear combinations are 

called contracted functions. The contracted functions become the elements of basis 

set. Although the coefficients in the contracted functions are fixed, the coefficient  

in Equation (2.6) is variable and optimized in the solution of the Schrödinger 

equation. 

µic
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 2.3.1 Minimal basis sets  

 

 Although there is no limit to the number of functions that can be located on an 

atom, there is a minimum number. The minimum number is the number of functions 

required to grasp all the electrons of the atom while still maintaining its overall 

spherical character. This simplest representation or minimal basis set involves a single 

(1s) function for hydrogen and helium, a set of five functions (1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz) for 

lithium to neon, and a set of nine functions (1s, 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz, 3s, 3px, 3py, 3pz) for 

sodium to argon. Note that although 2p functions are not occupied in the lithium 

atoms (and 3p functions are not occupied in the sodium or magnesium atoms), they 

are needed to provide proper descriptions of the bonding in molecular systems. 

 The minimal basis sets have been devised, perhaps the most widely used and 

widely documented is the STO–3G basis set. Here, each of the basis functions is 

extended in terms of three Gaussian functions, where the values of the Gaussian 

exponents and the linear coefficient have been determined by least squares as best fits 

to Slater–type (exponential) functions. 
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 2.3.2 Split–valence basis sets 

  

 A Split–valence basis sets represents core atomic orbitals by one set of 

functions and valence atomic orbitals by two sets of functions,   ,2,2,2,2,1 i
z

i
y

i
x

i pppss

o
z

o
y

o
x

o ppps 2,2,2,2 for lithium to neon  and   ,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,1 i
z

i
y

i
x

i
zyx pppspppss

o
z

o
y

o
x

o ppps 3,3,3,3  for sodium to argon. Note that the valence 2s (3s) functions are 

also split into inner and outer components, and that hydrogen atoms are also 

represented by inner and outer valence (1s) functions. Among the simplest split–

valence basis sets are 3–21G and 6–31G. Each core atomic orbital in the 3–21G basis 

set is expanded in terms of three Gaussians, whereas basis functions representing 
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inner and outer components of valence atomic orbitals are expanded in term of two 

and one Gaussians, respectively. The 6–31G basis sets are similarly constructed, with 

core orbitals represented in terms of six Gaussians and valence orbitals split into three 

and one Gaussians components. Expansion coefficients and Gaussians exponents for 

3–21G and 6–31G basis sets have been determined by Hartree–Fock energy 

minimization on atomic ground states. 

 

 2.3.3 Polarized basis sets 

  

 The second shortcoming of a minimal (or split–valence) basis set, namely, that 

the basis functions are centered on atoms rather than between atoms, can be addressed 

by providing d–type functions on main–group elements (where the valence orbitals 

are of s and p type), and p–type functions on hydrogen (where the valence orbital is of 

s type). This allows displacement of electron distributions away from the nuclear 

positions. 

 The inclusion of polarization functions can be thought about either in terms of 

hybrid orbitals, for example, pd and sp hybrids, or otherwise in terms of a Taylor 

series expansion of a function (d functions are the first derivatives of p functions and 

p functions are the first derivatives of s functions). Although the first way of thinking 

is quite familiar to chemists (Pauling hybrids), the second offers the advantage of 

significant what steps might be taken next to effect further development, that is, 

adding second, third, and so on derivatives. 

 Among the simplest polarization basis set is 6–31G*, constructed from 6–31G 

by adding a set of d–type polarization functions written in terms of a single Gaussian 

for each heavy (non–hydrogen) atom. A set of six second–order Gaussians is added in 

the case of 6–31G* Gaussian exponentials for polarization functions have been 

selected to give the lowest energies for representative molecules. Polarization of the s 

orbitals on hydrogen atoms is necessary for an accurate description of the bonding in 

many systems (particularly those in which hydrogen is a bridging atom). The 6–31G* 

basis set is identical to 6–31G*, except that it also provides p–type polarization 

functions for hydrogen.  
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 2.3.4 Basis sets incorporating diffuse functions 

  

 Calculations involving anions, for example, absolute acidity calculations, and 

calculations of molecules in excited states and of UV adsorption spectra often posture 

special problems. This is because the highest energy electrons for such species may 

only be loosely related with specific atoms (or pairs of atoms). In these situations, 

basis sets may need to be supplemented by diffuse functions, such as diffuse s– and    

p–type functions, on heavy (non–hydrogen) atoms (designated with a plus sign as     

6–31+G* and 6–31+G**). It may also be enviable to provide hydrogens with diffuse         

s–type functions (designated by two plus signs as in 6–31 ++G* and 6–31 ++G**). 

 

 2.3.5 Effective core potentials 

 

 The use of effective core potentials (ECP) has been the important success in 

the molecular orbital calculations involving transition metals. ECP is simply a group 

of potential functions that substitute the inner shell electrons and orbitals that are 

normally implicit to have minor effects on the formation of chemical bonds. 

Calculations of the valence electrons using ECP can be carried out at a fraction of the 

computational cost that is required for an all electron (AE) calculation, while the 

overall quality of computation does not differ much from the AE calculations. 

Combined with the use of dependable basis sets, it appears to be the most dominant 

and reasonable method for dealing with molecules containing heavy transition metals. 

Following this approach, the LanL2DZ basis set [38–40] was employed for geometry 

optimization. The LanL2DZ basis sets (a split valence basis) are one of the double 

basis sets which were used for determining only valence electron in order to be easy 

in calculation. It contains effective core potential representations of electrons near the 

nuclei for post–third–row atoms. The reliability of this basis set has been confirmed 

by the accuracy of calculation results compared with experimental data as well as 

those from a more expensive all electron basis set. 

 



CHAPTER III 
 

DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS 

 
3.1 Computational method 

 

 Structure optimizations of gaseous oxygen, carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, 

nitrogen dioxide, nitrous oxide, ammonia, hydrogen and water molecules adsorption 

configurations on the various sizes of hydrogen–terminated ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs 

namely aromatic–like (AL–ZnONC, Zn3O3H6), naphthalene–like (NLL–ZnONC, 

Zn5O5H8), pyrene–like (PRL–ZnONC, Zn8O8H10), coronene–like (CNL–ZnOGLNS, 

Zn12O12H12) and circumcoronene–like (CCL–ZnOGLNS, Zn27O27H18) were carried 

out using density functional theory (DFT) approach. The calculations have been 

performed with hybrid density functional B3LYP, the Becke’s three–parameter 

exchange functional [36] with the Lee–Yang–Parr correlation functional [37], using 

the Los Alamos LanL2DZ split–valence basis set [38–40]. All calculations were 

performed with the GAUSSIAN 03 program [44].  

 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of the AL–ZnONC, NLL–

ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters and the CNL–ZnOGLNS and CCL–

ZnOGLNS nanosheets obtained from the full geometry optimizations were shown in 

Figure 3.1 The molecular symmetries for the AL–ZnONC (C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v), 

PRL–ZnONC (C2v), CNL–ZnOGLNS (C3h) and CCL–ZnOGLNS (C3h,) were not 

obtained from the calculations but assumed based on group theory using their 

optimized geometries which were hardly distorted. Numbers of various gaseous 

molecules adsorption positions of gas molecules adsorbed on nanosheets were one 

third for C2v symmetry and one sixth for C3h symmetry of the whole adsorption area. 

Therefore, only one third and one sixth of adsorption area of nanosheets have been 

investigated as representative area for the C2v and C3h symmetries, respectively and 

the whole adsorption positions have been generated from their symmetrical operation. 

 Initial positions of gas molecules adsorbed on the studied ZnO nanoclusters 

and nanosheets have been examined by lining up the gas molecules bond parallel to 

every bond types, the Zn–O, Zn–H and O–H bonds with all possible directions of gas 

molecules above the hexagonal structure of ZnOGLNSs and perpendicular to 
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hydrogen, oxygen atoms, zinc atoms and center of the their hexagon as illustrated in 

Figure 3.2 which the CNL–ZnOGLNS was selected as representative ZnO 

nanosheets. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of (a) the AL–ZnONC, (b) 

NLL–ZnONC, (c) PRL–ZnONC, (d) CNL–ZnONS and (e) CCL–ZnONS and their 

energy gaps and molecular symmetries. The atomic labeling of their representative 

atoms depend on their molecular symmetries. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 The CNL–ZnONS selected as representative ZnO nanosheets shows the 

possible adsorption sites as over the hydrogen, zinc, oxygen atoms and hexagonal 

center of nanosheets.  

 
 The adsorption energy (∆Eads) for gas molecules adsorbed on the clean surface 

of ZnOGLNS has been computed by the following equation:   

                                )( ZnOGLNSgasSgas/ZnOGLN EEEEads +−=∆                                  (3.1) 
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where  is the total energy of gas molecules adsorbed on the ZnOGLNS 

surface,  and  are the total energies of the isolated gas molecules and clean 

surface of ZnOGLNS, respectively. 

Sgas/ZnOGLNE

gasE ZnOGLNSE

 

 The bond strength (BS in kcal/mol) of Zn–O bond in bare ZnO nanosheets has 

been computed using the coulomb’s law as following equation:  

 

                                
OZn

0Zn0

22105.52

−

××
=

−

r
qqNBS                                                  (3.2) 

 

where  is an Avogadro number,  and  are electronic charges (e) of zinc and 

oxygen atoms, respectively and  (Å) is distance between zinc and oxygen atoms. 

oN Znq 0q

OZn−r

 



CHATER IV 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In the present study, the adsorption of gaseous oxygen, carbon monoxide, 

nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrous oxide, ammonia, hydrogen and water molecules 

on the ZnO nanoclusters (ZnONCs) and ZnO nanosheets (ZnONSs) i.e. ZnO 

nanoclusters of aromatic–like (AL–ZnONC, Zn3O3H6), naphthalene–like (NLL–

ZnONC, Zn5O5H8), pyrene–like PRL–like (PRL–ZnONC, Zn8O8H10), and ZnO 

nanosheets of coronene–like (CNL–ZnONS, Zn12O12H12) and circumcoronene–like 

(CCL–ZnONS, Zn27O27H18) and their electronic properties have been investigated. 

The details of results and discussion were shown below. 

 

4.1 The optimized structures and Zn–O bond strength 

 

 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of the AL–ZnONC, NLL–

ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters and the CNL–ZnOGLNS and CCL–

ZnOGLNS nanosheets obtained by all–atom geometry optimization method were 

shown in Figure 4.1. The molecular symmetries for B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized 

structures of the AL–ZnONC (C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v), PRL–ZnONC (C2v), CNL–

ZnOGLNS (C3h) and CCL–ZnOGLNS (C3h,) were obtained by assumption of their 

perfect geometries; their optimized geometries were hardly distorted as shown in 

Figure 2.1. The bond strengths of outer Zn–O bonds of all the ZnONCs and 

ZnOGLNSs were much weaker than inner Zn–O bonds. All the ZnONCs and 

ZnOGLNSs, the bond strengths of their outer Zn–O bonds which zinc were 

terminated by hydrogen atom, were found within the energy range of –301.88 to              

–316.65 kcal/mol. The bond strengths of the most inner Zn–O bonds of ZnOGLNSs 

computed using equation (3.2) were in order: CCL–ZnOGLNS (–487.10 kcal/mol) > 

CNL–ZnOGLNS (–485.52 kcal/mol) > PRL–ZnONC (–474.93 kcal/mol).  
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Figure 4.1 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of (a) the AL–ZnONC, (b) 

NLL–ZnONC, (c) PRL–ZnONC, (d) CNL–ZnONS and (e) CCL–ZnONS and their 

energy gaps and molecular symmetries. The atomic labeling of their representative 

atoms depend on their molecular symmetries. 

 

4.2 Adsorption of molecule gaseous on ZnO nanoclusters and ZnO nanosheets 

  

 4.2.1 Adsorption of oxygen molecule 

 

Geometry configurations of oxygen adsorptions on the rigid structures of the 

AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters and the CNL–ZnOGLNS 

and CCL–ZnOGLNS nanosheets were obtained as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. The 

number of energy minima of oxygen adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of nine 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and oxygen adsorptions over 

the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical 

operation. The most stable configuration of oxygen adsorption on the AL–ZnONC 

was represented by the configuration of oxygen #1 of which the adsorption energy 

was –29.87 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å). Adsorption energies of oxygen on studied 

nanoclusters and nanosheets were shown in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.2 Plots of oxygen molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC (Zn5O5H8) and (c) 

PRL–ZnONC (Zn8O8H10). The molecules labeled with numbers represent the oxygen 

molecule interacting with ZnONCs as representative of molecular symmetry of AL–

ZnONC (C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and PRL–ZnONC (C2v). Adsorption energies in 

kcal/mol were presented. 

 
 

Figure 4.3 Plots of oxygen molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) and (b) CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as 

minimum energy structures. The molecules labeled with numbers represent the 

oxygen molecule interacting with ZnONCs as representative of molecular symmetry 

of CNL–ZnONS (C3h) and CCL–ZnONS (C3h). Adsorption energies in kcal/mol were 

presented. 
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Table 4.1 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of O2 on ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs, 

and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs, and their O2 

adsorption complexes, computed at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

 

ZnOGLNSs/oxygen adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) ∆EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
O2 + AL–ZnONC → O2/AL–ZnONC (1) –29.87 3.50 
O2 + AL–ZnONC → O2/AL–ZnONC (2) –9.30 2.14 
O2 + AL–ZnONC → O2/AL–ZnONC (3) –4.24 1.49 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (1) –23.91 2.55 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (2) –33.09 3.41 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (3) –30.97 3.35 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (4) –5.27 1.25 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (5) –10.12 2.01 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (6) –8.32 2.06 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (7) –9.31 2.12 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (8) –5.72 0.87 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (9) –29.22 3.46 
O2 + NLL–ZnONC → O2/NLL–ZnONC (10) –30.04 3.50 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (1) –28.14 2.73 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (2) –8.71 1.03 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (3) –7.16 0.54 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (4) –10.64 1.16 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (5) –9.51 0.99 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (6) –27.15 2.48 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (7) –34.53 3.33 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (8) –31.15 3.18 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (9) –11.59 1.82 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (10) –11.03 1.92 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (11) –11.55 1.86 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (12) –33.15 3.35 
O2 + PRL–ZnONC → O2/PRL–ZnONC (13) –34.84 3.32 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (1) –6.31 1.06 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (2) –10.05 1.95 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (3) –10.94 1.90 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (4) –11.02 1.92 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (5) –25.30 2.39 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (6) –34.17 3.34 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (7) –31.50 3.27 
O2 + CNL–ZnONS → O2/CNL–ZnONS (8) –10.53 2.15 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (1) –10.25 1.08 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (2) –11.78 1.41 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (3) –12.22 1.41 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (4) –11.98 1.41 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (5) –9.82 0.90 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (6) –12.51 1.51 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (7) –12.40 1.62 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (8) –12.38 1.46 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (9) –12.10 1.55 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (10) –29.20 2.51 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (11) –35.26 3.22 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (12) –31.34 3.03 
O2 + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS (13) –38.83 2.95 
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 Due to the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v 

symmetry, the numbers of oxygen adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes 

were nineteen and twenty six configurations, respectively, see Figure 4.2(b) and (c). 

Five different types of adsorption sites of oxygen chemisorbed (O–H = 1.01 Å) [45] 

on the NLL–ZnONC were located in vicinity of hydrogen of zinc hydride and the 

positions of adsorbed oxygen were the oxygen #1 –23.91 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å), 

#2 –33.09 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å), #3 –30.97 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å), #9 –29.22 

kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å) and #10 –30.04 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å). Six different 

types of adsorption sites of oxygen chemisorbed on the PRL–ZnONC were also 

located in vicinity of hydrogen of zinc hydride and the positions of adsorbed oxygen 

were the oxygen #1 –28.14 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å), #6 –27.15 kcal/mol (O–H = 

1.00 Å), #7 –34.53 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å), #8 –31.15 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å) and 

#12 –33.15 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å) and #13 –34.83 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å). 

 The CNL–ZnOGLNS and CCL–ZnOGLNS were in C3h symmetry, the 

numbers of oxygen adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were forty two 

and seventy two configurations, respectively, see Figure 4.3. Three different types of 

adsorption sites of oxygen chemisorbed on the CNL–ZnOGLNS which were the 

oxygen #5 –25.30 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å), #6 –34.17 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å) and 

#7 –31.50 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.00 Å). Four different types of adsorption sites of 

oxygen chemisorbed on the CCL–ZnOGLNS as the positions of oxygen #10 –29.20 

kcal/mol (O–H = 1.02 Å), #11 –35.26 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.02 Å), #12 –31.34 kcal/mol 

(O–H = 1.02 Å) and #13 –38.83 kcal/mol (O–H = 1.02 Å). It can be concluded that 

the chemisorption of oxygen on any large ZnOGLNSs occured on the hydride 

adsorption site of  ZnOGLNSs edge. Type number of chemisorption of oxygen on 

large C3h–symmetrical ZnOGLNSs was the number of hydride of zinc hydride 

(Nhydride) on each edge plus two, Nhydride+2. The Figure 4.3 showed that the oxygen 

adsorptions on the central ring of the CCL–ZnOGLNS, the adsorbed oxygen were 

located at positions above the oxygen in CCL–ZnOGLNS hexagonal ring by pointing 

its oxygen atom toward the nanosheet oxygen with slightly tilt direction. 

Nevertheless, the oxygen adsorptions occurring on oxygen of the CCL–ZnOGLNS 

hexagonal rings closed to the central hexagonal ring also show their adsorption 

position above the nanosheet oxygen, see Figure 4.3(b). This suggests that the oxygen 

adsorptions on large ZnOGLNSs over hexagonal ring in central region, adsorbed 
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oxygen molecules located at position above the nanosheet oxygen have been 

expected.  

 

  4.2.1.1 Atomic charge distribution 

 

 The natural bond orbital (NBO) charges on oxygen and zinc atoms in the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnOGLNS and CCL–ZnOGLNS were 

shown in Figure 4.4. It shows that atomic charges on oxygen and zinc atoms in large 

ZnOGLNSs such as CNL–ZnOGLNS and CCL–ZnOGLNS were nearly the same 

value because they bonded with hydride or proton. It also showed that charge 

distributions over all hydrogen atoms in ZnOGLNSs affected atomic charges of zinc 

and oxygen atoms of their nanosheets. Atomic charges of zinc and oxygen atoms in 

large ZnOGLNSs at inner (or central) region with equal charge distribution would be 

expected. The negative and positive charges on the edge of ZnOGLNSs respectively 

formed due to the charges of hydrides and protons were found. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 NBO charges (e) of oxygen and zinc atoms on the (a) AL–ZnONC, (b) 

NLL–ZnONC and (c) PRL–ZnONC. 
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Figure 4.5 NBO charges (e) of oxygen and zinc atoms on the (a) CNL–ZnONS and            

(b) CCL–ZnONS. 

   

  4.2.1.2 Energy gap 

 

 The energy gaps of the clean ZnOGLNSs and their oxygen–adsorption 

complexes were shown in Table 4.1. The energy gaps of clean ZnOGLNSs were in 

order: AL–ZnONC (6.47 eV) > NLL–ZnONC (5.32 eV) > CNL–ZnOGLNS (4.83 

eV) > PRL–ZnONC (4.26 eV) > CCL–ZnOGLNS (3.74 eV). In all cases, the energy 

gaps of clean ZnOGLNSs were higher than those values of their corresponding O2 

adsorption complexes, see Table 4.1. This suggests that the ZnOGLNSs were oxygen 

sensitive materials and could be developed as oxygen sensor based on electrical 

conductivity. It appears that the energy gap of ZnOGLNS was an inverse function of 

its size except PRL–ZnONC which was more active than expectation. However, the 

energy gap of large ZnO nanosheet should be converted into a single value which can 

be determined using periodic boundary condition (PBC) method; band gap of the 

wurtzite ZnO was found to be ≈ 3.3 eV [46]. Inverted values of termination–proton 

numbers (NTP) for AL–ZnONC (NTP = 6), NLL–ZnONC (NTP = 8), PRL–ZnONC 

(NTP = 10), CNL–ZnOGLNS (NTP = 12), and CCL–ZnOGLNS (NTP = 18) plotted 

against their energy gaps were shown in Figure 4.6. It shows that the energy gap of 

large ZnOGLNSs converted to a single value while the inverse value of NTP 

approached to zero.  
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Figure 4.6 Plots of energy gaps of ZnO nanosheets against invert values of their 

termination–proton numbers (NTP). 

 

4.2.2 Adsorption of carbon monoxide molecule 

 

  4.2.2.1 Adsorption energies of CO pointing with C–end 

 

 Geometry configurations of CO adsorptions on the rigid structures of the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters, shown in Figure 4.7 and the 

CNL–ZnONS, shown in Figure 4.8 and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets, shown in Figure 

4.9, were obtained. The CO adsorption configurations of CO pointing with C–end to 

adsorption sites of nanoclusters were shown in left side of Figure 4.7 and to 

adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in 

Figures 4.8(a) and 4.9(a), respectively. 
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Figure 4.7 Plots of CO molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions 

on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC (Zn5O5H8) and (c) PRL–ZnONC 

(Zn8O8H10). Their left and right adsorption maps were CO adsorption on ZnONCs by 

pointing C–end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, respectively. The set of 

labeled molecules was representative of CO interacting with AL–ZnONC (C3h), 

NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and PRL–ZnONC (C2v). Adsorption energies were presented in 

kcal/mol. 
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Figure 4.8 Plots of CO molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions 

on CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) as adsorption configurations of CO with pointing its 

(a) C–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS. The set of 

labeled molecules was representative of CO adsorption interacting with CNL–ZnONS 

with C3h symmetry. Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Plots of carbon monoxide molecules as minimum energy structures of 

their adsorptions on CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as (a) adsorption configurations of 

CO by pointing (a) C–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites. The molecules 

labeled with numbers represent the oxygen molecule interacting with CCL–ZnONS of 

molecular symmetry of (C3h). Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 
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 The number of energy minima of CO adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of six 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and CO adsorptions over the 

whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical operation. 

The most stable configuration of CO adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented 

by the configuration of CO #2 of which the adsorption energy was –4.48 kcal/mol. 

Adsorption energies of CO on studied nanoclusters and nanosheets were shown in 

Table 4.2. 

 As the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, 

the numbers of CO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were nine and 

thirteen configurations, as shown in the left sides of Figure 4.7(b) and (c), 

respectively. There were five types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption position CO #1 (–3.61 kcal/mol), #2 (–4.53 

kcal/mol), #3 (–4.24 kcal/mol), #4 (–5.65 kcal/mol) and #5 (–4.67 kcal/mol). There 

were eight types of adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC which were composed 

of adsorption positions CO #1 (–4.53 kcal/mol), #2 (–5.01 kcal/mol), #3 (–4.77 

kcal/mol), #4 (–5.73 kcal/mol), #5 (–3.83 kcal/mol), #6 (–5.03 kcal/mol), #7 (–3.77 

kcal/mol) and #8 (–4.18 kcal/mol).   

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

CO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were eighteen and thirty nine 

configurations as shown in Figure 4.8(a) and Figure 4.9(a) respectively. There were 

four types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position CO #1 (–5.51 kcal/mol), #2 (–4.64 kcal/mol), #3 (–3.78 kcal/mol) 

and #4 (–4.89 kcal/mol). There were eight types of adsorption positions on the CCL–

ZnONS which were composed of adsorption positions CO #1 (–5.21 kcal/mol), #2       

(–5.83 kcal/mol), #3 (–5.45 kcal/mol), #4 (–4.91 kcal/mol), #5 (–3.85 kcal/mol), #6   

(–4.49 kcal/mol), #7 (–4.99 kcal/mol) and  #8 (–3.95 kcal/mol). 

The adsorption energies of CO adsorption by pointing C–end towards to 

adsorption atoms on AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and 

CCL–ZnONS were within the ranges of –4.12 to –4.48, –3.61 to –4.72, –3.77 to          

–4.72,  –3.78 to –5.51 and –3.85 to –5.83 kcal/mol, respectively. On the same position 

of CO adsorptions either on nanoclusters or nanosheets, the adsorption energies of CO 

of which the C–end pointing towards the nanosheets atoms were more stable that the 
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O–end by within 1.14 to 2.57 kcal/mol. The CO adsorptions with pointing C–end 

towards atoms of the ZnOGLNSs were categorized into two bond types, [CO···H] and 

[CO···Zn]. The [CO···H] bond occurred when the CO adsorption with pointing C–end 

toward hydroxyl hydrogen of the ZnOGLNSs to which the molecular axis of CO was 

nearly parallel to the molecular plane. But the [CO···H] bond occurred when the CO 

adsorption with pointing C-end towards Zn atom of the ZnOGLNS to which the 

molecular axis of CO was nearly perpendicular to the molecular plane. 

 

Table 4.2 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of CO pointing its C–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their CO adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/carbon monoxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
CO + AL–ZnONC → CO/AL–ZnONC(1) –4.12 5.02 
CO + AL–ZnONC → CO/AL–ZnONC(2) –4.48 5.03 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
CO + NLL–ZnONC →  CO/NLL–ZnONC (1) –3.61 4.72 
CO + NLL–ZnONC →  CO/NLL–ZnONC (2) –4.53 4.88 
CO + NLL–ZnONC →  CO/NLL–ZnONC (3) –4.24 4.71 
CO + NLL–ZnONC →  CO/NLL–ZnONC (4) –5.65 4.54 
CO + NLL–ZnONC →  CO/NLL–ZnONC (5) –4.67 4.36 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (1) –4.53 3.82 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (2) –5.01 3.70 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (3) –4.77 4.28 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (4) –5.73 3.82 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (5) –3.83 4.26 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (6) –5.03 4.28 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (7) –3.77 4.22 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (8) –4.18 4.21 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
CO + CNL–ZnONS →  CO/CNL–ZnONS (1) –5.51 4.52 
CO + CNL–ZnONS →  CO/CNL–ZnONS (2) –4.64 4.76 
CO + CNL–ZnONS →  CO/CNL–ZnONS (3) –3.78 4.79 
CO + CNL–ZnONS →  CO/CNL–ZnONS (4) –4.89 4.59 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (1) –5.21 3.37 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (2) –5.83 3.70 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (3) –5.45 3.73 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (4) –4.91 3.76 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (5) –3.85 3.74 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (6) –4.49 3.71 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (7) –4.99 3.75 
CO + CCL–ZnONS →  CO/CCL–ZnONS (8) –3.95 3.72 
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4.2.2.2 Adsorption energies of CO pointing with O–end 

  

 The CO adsorption configurations of CO pointing with O–end to adsorption 

sites of nanoclusters were shown in right side of Figure 4.7 and to adsorption sites of 

the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.8(b) and 

4.9(b), respectively. 

 The number of energy minima of CO adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of six 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and CO adsorptions over the 

whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical operation. 

The most stable configuration of CO adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented 

by the configuration of CO #2 of which the adsorption energy was –3.28 kcal/mol. 

Adsorption energies of CO on studied nanoclusters and nanosheets were shown in 

Table 4.3. 

 As the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, 

the numbers of CO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were nine and 

thirteen configurations, as shown in the right sides of Figure 4.7(b) and (c), 

respectively. There were five types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption position CO #1 (–2.15 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.26 

kcal/mol), #3 (–2.48 kcal/mol) and #4 (–3.32 kcal/mol) and #5 (–3.47 kcal/mol). 

There were eight types of adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC which were 

composed of adsorption positions CO #1 (–2.88 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.80 kcal/mol), #3    

(–3.47 kcal/mol), #4 (–3.52 kcal/mol), #5 (–2.10 kcal/mol), #6 (–2.46 kcal/mol), #7  

(–1.99 kcal/mol) and #8 (–2.93 kcal/mol). 

The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

CO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were thirty four and forty five 

configurations as shown in Figures 4.8(b) and 4.9(b) respectively. There were four 

types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position CO #1 (–3.34 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.37 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.06 kcal/mol) 

and #4 (–2.58 kcal/mol). There were eight types of adsorption positions on the CCL–

ZnONS which were composed of adsorption positions CO #1 (–4.07 kcal/mol), #2      

(–3.56 kcal/mol), #3 (–3.01 kcal/mol), #4 (–3.44 kcal/mol), #5 (–2.15 kcal/mol), #6  

(–2.64 kcal/mol), #7 (–2.50 kcal/mol) and  #8 (–2.08 kcal/mol). 
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The adsorption energies of CO adsorption with pointing O–end towards to 

adsorption atoms on AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and 

CCL–ZnONS were within the ranges of –2.39 to –3.47, –1.99 to –3.80, –2.06 to          

–3.37, –2.06 to –3.37 and –2.08 to –4.07 kcal/mol, respectively.  

 
 4.2.2.3 Bond types and maximum numbers of CO adsorption 

 

  The bond distances between atoms of CO atoms and atoms of adsorption sites 

were shown in Table 4.4. Plots of all possible adsorption energies of CO on all 

ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters and PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–

ZnONS nanosheets against their bond distances were shown in Figure 4.10. It shows 

that the four types of bonds [CO···H], [CO···Zn], [CO···H] and [CO···Zn], separated as 

four zones were found. The bond distances of four types, [CO···H], [CO···Zn], 

[CO···H] and [CO···Zn] were within the ranges of 2.21 to 2.24 Å, 2.04 to 2.07 Å, 2.61 

to 2.80 Å and 2.62 to 2.96 Å which their corresponding adsorption energies were 

within the ranges of –4.18 to –5.21, –3.61 to –5.83, –2.93 to –4.07 and –1.99 to –3.52 

kcal/mol, respectively. The numbers of bonds of four types were 8, 8, 18 and 18 for 

[CO···H], [CO···Zn], [CO···H] and [CO···Zn], respectively. The maximum numbers of 

CO adsorbed on ZnOGLNSs and their formulae were shown in Table 4.5. It shows 

formulae to compute the maximum numbers for CO adsorbed on the C3h and C2v 

symmetric ZnOGLNS(i) modeled structures as defined in Figure 4.11, respectively. 

The C3h–ZnOGLNS(i) and C2v–ZnOGLNS(i) were the radial layer extended 

structures of AL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC, respectively. Therefore, the one layer 

structures for the C3h–ZnOGLNS(i) and C2v–ZnOGLNS(i) were the AL–ZnONC and 

PRL–ZnONC, respectively. The maximum numbers for CO adsorbed on the C3h 

ZnOGLNS(i) and C2v–ZnOGLNS(i) were  and , 

respectively. The maximum numbers for CO adsorbed on the C

ii
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3)12(6

1
+−∑
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32)16(2
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3h–ZnOGLNS(i) and 

C2v ZnOGLNS(i) were computed from nMAX = 2x + 
2
1 y, where x and y were numbers 

of zinc and hydrogen atoms in their ZnOGLNSs, respectively. 
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4.2.2.4 Energy gap 

   

The energy gaps of CO adsorptions either with pointing C–end or O–end on 

the AL–ZnONC or PRL–ZnONC were higher than the corresponding bare sheets. For 

CO adsorptions on the large nanosheets, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–

ZnONS, their energy gaps were slightly changed but some of energy gaps of 

adsorption states were slightly higher than their corresponding clean nanosheets. It 

means that CO adsorptions on the large nanosheets were quite stable and they can be 

used as CO storage materials. 

 

Table 4.3 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of CO pointing its O–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs, computed at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

ZnOGLNSs/carbon monoxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
CO + AL–ZnONC → CO/AL–ZnONC (1) –2.39 5.12 
CO + AL–ZnONC → CO/AL–ZnONC (2) –3.28 5.13 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
CO + NLL–ZnONC → CO/NLL–ZnONC (1) –2.15 4.99 
CO + NLL–ZnONC → CO/NLL–ZnONC (2) –3.26 4.94 
CO + NLL–ZnONC → CO/NLL–ZnONC (3) –2.48 4.80 
CO + NLL–ZnONC → CO/NLL–ZnONC (4) –3.32 4.59 
CO + NLL–ZnONC → CO/NLL–ZnONC (5) –3.47 4.52 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (1) –2.88 3.96 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (2) –3.80 3.85 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (3) –3.47 4.27 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (4) –3.52 3.93 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (5) –2.10 4.28 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (6) –2.46 4.28 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (7) –1.99 4.19 
CO + PRL–ZnONC → CO/PRL–ZnONC (8) –2.93 4.21 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
CO + CNL–ZnONS → CO/CNL–ZnONS (1) –3.34 4.61 
CO + CNL–ZnONS → CO/CNL–ZnONS (2) –3.37 4.80 
CO + CNL–ZnONS → CO/CNL–ZnONS (3) –2.06 4.79 
CO + CNL–ZnONS → CO/CNL–ZnONS (4) –2.58 4.71 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (1) –4.07 3.56 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (2) –3.56 3.76 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (3) –3.01 3.76 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (4) –3.44 3.75 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (5) –2.15 3.75 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (6) –2.64 3.75 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (7) –2.50 3.77 
CO + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS (8) –2.08 3.69 
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Figure 4.10 Plots of all possible adsorption energies of CO on all the ZnONC, PRL–

ZnONC nanoclusters and PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets 

against their bond distances. Four bond distances types [CO···H], [CO···Zn], [CO···H] 

and [CO···Zn], separated as four zones were found. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 The structure models of (a) C3h symmetric ZnOGLNS(i) and (b) C2v 

symmetric ZnOGLNS(i). The layer numbers of C3h–ZnOGLNS(i) and C2v–

ZnOGLNS(i) defined as radial layer models of which the one layer structures (the 

most inner) were AL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC, respectively. The numbers labeled 
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in the center of hexagonal rings indicate the number of most outer layer of the 

ZnOGLNS.  

 
Table 4.4 Bond distances (in Å) between CO atoms and atoms of adsorption sites. 

 

ZnOGLNSs [CO···S]a  [CO···S]a

AL–ZnONC:      

  CO···Zn1 2.74  CO···Zn1 2.72 

 CO···H1 2.21  CO···H1 2.04 

NLL–ZnONC:      

 CO···Zn1 2.80  CO···Zn1 2.82 
 CO···H1 2.22  CO···H1 2.06 
 CO···Zn2 2.76  COO···Zn2 2.73 
 CO···Zn3 2.61  CO···Zn3 2.62 
PRL–ZnONC:      
 CO···Zn1 2.75  CO···Zn1 2.71 
 CO···H1 2.20  CO···H1 2.03 
 CO···H2 2.20  CO···H2 2.05 
 CO···Zn2 2.63  CO···Zn2 2.62 
 CO···Zn3 2.78  CO···Zn3 2.85 
 CO···Zn4 2.62  CO···Zn4 2.75 
 CO···Zn5 2.78  CO···Zn5 2.83 
 CO···H3 2.24  CO···H3 2.07 
CNL–ZnONS:      
 CO···Zn1 2.63  CO···Zn1 2.64 
 CO···H1 2.21  CO···H1 2.05 
 CO···Zn2 2.78  CO···Zn2 2.83 
 CO···Zn3  2.64  CO···Zn3 2.73 
CCL–ZnONS:      
 CO···H1 2.22  CO···H1 2.04 
 CO···Zn1 2.61  CO···Zn1 2.63 
 CO···Zn2 2.65  CO···Zn2 2.79 
 CO···H2 2.21  CO···H2 2.07 
 CO···Zn3 2.78  CO···Zn3 2.85 
 CO···Zn4 2.69  CO···Zn4 2.75 
 CO···Zn5 2.69  CO···Zn5 2.76 
 CO···Zn6 2.78  CO···Zn6 2.96 
      

 

a Atom S stands for atomic adsorption site, CO and CO were carbon dioxide 

molecules pointing their C and O atoms toward atom S in the nanoclusters or 

nanosheets, respectively. Atomic positions of S atom were shown in Figure 4.1   
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Table 4.5 Maximum number of CO adsorbed on ZnOGLNSs and their formulae. 

 

ZnOGLNSs Symmetries  Clusters Maximum number of adsorbed CO, 

nMAX 
a (molecules) 

AL–ZnONC C3h Zn3O3H6 9 

NLL–ZnONC C2v Zn5O5H8 14 

PRL–ZnONC C2v Zn8O8H10 21 

CNL–ZnONS C3h Zn12O12H12 30 

CCL–ZnONS C3h Zn27O27H18 63 

    

ZnOGLNSs of large number of layers:  

C3h–ZnOGLNS(i) b C3h ZnxOxHy
 c ii

i

i
3)12(6

1
+−∑

=

 

C2v–ZnOGLNS(i) d C2v ZnxOxHy
 e 32)16(2

1
+++∑

=

ii
i

i

 

 

a Computed from, nMAX = 2x + 
2
1 y, where x and y were numbers of zinc and 

hydrogen atoms in their ZnOGLNSs. 

 b i–layer ZnOGLNS defined in Figure 4.11(a), where i was a number of radial layers 

of the C3h–ZnOGLNS(i) modeled structure. 

c x =  and y = 6i, where i was a number of radial layers of the C∑
=

−
i

i
i

1
)12(3 3h–

ZnOGLNS(i) modeled structure.  
d i–layer ZnOGLNS defined in Figure 4.11(b), where i was a number of radial layers 

of the C2v–ZnOGLNS(i) modeled structure. 

e x =  and y∑
=

++
i

i
i

1
)16(1  = 6i+4, where i was a number of radial layers of the C2v–

ZnOGLNS(i) modeled structure. 
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4.2.3 Adsorption of water molecule 

 

  4.2.3.1 Adsorption energies of H2O  

 

 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of adsorption configurations of 

H2O adsorbed on the rigid structures of the AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–

ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were shown in Figure 4.12. These 

adsorption structures were symmetrically representative of all possible water 

adsorptions on the whole nanosheets of AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, 

CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS. Due to the adsorption configurations of water 

adsorbed on the ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and their molecular symmetries, all water 

molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions can be plotted as shown 

in Figure 4.13. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.12 The adsorption configurations of water adsorbed on (a) the AL–ZnONC,          

(b) NLL–ZnONC, (c) PRL–ZnONC, (d) CNL–ZnONS and (e) CCL–ZnONS. The 

bond distances bonds were in Å. 
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Figure 4.13 Plots of water molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC (Zn5O5H8), (c) 

PRL–ZnONC (Zn8O8H10), (d) CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) and (e) CCL–ZnONS 

(Zn27O27H18). The molecules labeled with numbers represent the water molecules 

interacting with ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs as representative of molecular symmetries 

of AL–ZnONC (C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v), PRL–ZnONC (C2v), CNL–ZnOGLNS 

(C3h) and CCL–ZnOGLNS (C3h). Adsorption energies in kcal/mol were presented. 

  

 There was one type (called type I) of adsorption configuration of H2O on the 

AL–ZnONC. The water adsorption, type I occurred by the water pointing its oxygen 

and hydrogen toward zinc and hydride hydrogen atoms of the surface, see Figure 

4.12(a). The number of energy minima of H2O adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of 

three configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy 

minima were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations 

within one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and H2O adsorptions 
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over the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical 

operation. The adsorption energy of H2O on the AL–ZnONC was –11.05 kcal/mol as 

shown in Figure 4.12(a) and Table 4.6. 

 The adsorption configurations of H2O on NLL–ZnONC of two types, type I 

and type II were found. The type II was the water adsorption by pointing its oxygen 

and hydrogen toward zinc and inner oxygen atoms of the surface, see Figure 4.12(b). 

The water adsorptions of type I were composed of adsorption position H2O #1           

(–10.08 kcal/mol, type I) and H2O #2 (–11.45 kcal/mol, type I) and type II was H2O 

#3 (–13.78 kcal/mol, type II). 

 There were four types of water adsorptions on the PRL–ZnONC which were 

composed of six adsorption positions H2O #1 (–12.69 kcal/mol, type I), #2 (–14.11 

kcal/mol, type II), #3 (–13.96 kcal/mol, type III), #4 (–10.83 kcal/mol, type IV), #5        

(–12.41 kcal/mol, type III) and #6 (–9.21 kcal/mol, type I). The type I, the water 

adsorption by pointing its oxygen atom towards the zinc surface atom and its 

hydrogen atom towards the hydride–hydrogen surface atom were the adsorption 

position #1 and #6. The type II was the water adsorption with pointing its oxygen 

towards the zinc surface atom and its hydrogen atom towards the outer oxygen atom 

which corresponds to the adsorption position #2. The type III was the water 

adsorption with pointing its oxygen towards the zinc surface atom and its hydrogen 

atom towards the inner oxygen atom which corresponds to the adsorption positions #3 

and #5. The type IV was the water adsorption with pointing its oxygen towards the 

zinc surface atom and its hydrogen atom towards the outer oxygen atom which 

corresponds to the adsorption position #4.  

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS which were in C3h symmetry, the 

numbers of H2O adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were six and 

eleven configurations as shown in Figure 4.12(d) and (e), respectively. Definition of 

types I, II, III and IV as used for the AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC, 

we can therefore apply the same definition for the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS as 

follows.  

 The four types of water adsorptions on the CNL–ZnONS were also composed 

of six adsorption positions of H2O #1 (–12.79 kcal/mol, type II), #2 (–12.48 kcal/mol, 

type III), #3 (–10.10 kcal/mol, type I), #4 (–9.86 kcal/mol, type IV), #5 (–11.46 

kcal/mol, type III) and #6 (–10.15 kcal/mol, type III). The four types of water 

adsorptions on the CCL–ZnONS were composed of eleven adsorption positions of 
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H2O #1 (–14.08 kcal/mol, type II), #2 (–13.93 kcal/mol, type III), #3 (–10.33 

kcal/mol, type III), #4 (–10.41 kcal/mol, type III), #5 (–10.68kcal/mol, type I), #6      

(–10.96 kcal/mol, type IV), #7 (–12.51 kcal/mol, type III), #8 (–10.86 kcal/mol, type 

III), #9 (–10.31 kcal/mol, type III), #10 (–9.43 kcal/mol, type III) and #11 (–9.05 

kcal/mol, type I). 

 There were three bond types, types [H2O···O], [H2O···Hhydride] and [H2O···Zn] 

of all the adsorption energies of H2O on the AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–

ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS as shown in Figure 4.14. It shows that bond 

distances of the bond types [H2O···O], [H2O···Hhydride] caused by interaction between 

partial positive charge of water hydrogen atom and partial negative charge of surface 

atoms (oxygen and hydride hydrogen atoms) were a little bit shorter than the bond 

distance of the bond type [H2O···Zn] which caused by interaction between water 

oxygen and zinc surface atom, as listed in Table 4.7. 

 The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the adsorption complexes H2O with the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were not 

much different from their corresponding bwere surfaces as shown in Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of H2O on ZnONCs and 

ZnOGLNSs, and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and 

their H2O adsorption complexes, computed at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/water adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
H2O + AL–ZnONC → H2O/AL–ZnONC (1) –11.05 6.19 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
H2O + NLL–ZnONC →  H2O/NLL–ZnONC (1) –10.08 4.99 
H2O + NLL–ZnONC →  H2O/NLL–ZnONC (2) –11.45 5.31 
H2O + NLL–ZnONC →  H2O/NLL–ZnONC (3) –13.78 5.66 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
H2O + PRL–ZnONC → H2O/PRL–ZnONC (1) –12.69 4.49 
H2O + PRL–ZnONC → H2O/PRL–ZnONC (2) –14.11 4.57 
H2O + PRL–ZnONC → H2O/PRL–ZnONC (3) –13.96 4.52 
H2O + PRL–ZnONC → H2O/PRL–ZnONC (4) –10.83 4.38 
H2O + PRL–ZnONC → H2O/PRL–ZnONC (5) –12.41 4.51 
H2O + PRL–ZnONC → H2O/PRL–ZnONC (6) –9.21 3.98 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
H2O + CNL–ZnONS →  H2O/CNL–ZnONS (1) –12.79 4.88 
H2O + CNL–ZnONS →  H2O/CNL–ZnONS (2) –12.48 4.74 
H2O + CNL–ZnONS →  H2O/CNL–ZnONS (3) –10.10 4.48 
H2O + CNL–ZnONS →  H2O/CNL–ZnONS (4) –9.86 4.35 
H2O + CNL–ZnONS →  H2O/CNL–ZnONS (5) –11.46 4.96 
H2O + CNL–ZnONS →  H2O/CNL–ZnONS (6) –10.15 4.84 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (1) –14.08 3.76 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (2) –13.93 3.73 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (3) –10.33 3.69 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (4) –10.41 3.65 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (5) –10.68 3.72 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (6) –10.96 3.72 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (7) –12.51 3.76 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (8) –10.86 3.69 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (9) –10.31 3.74 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (10) –9.43 3.67 
H2O + CCL–ZnONS →  H2O/CCL–ZnONS (11) –9.05 3.57 
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Table 4.7 Bond distances between oxygen atom of H2O and Zn atom of ZnOGLNSs. 

 

ZnOGLNSs H2O adsorbate a

AL–ZnONC:    
  AL–ZnONC (1) H2O···Zn1                2.28 

NLL–ZnONC:    

 NLL–ZnONC (1) H2O···Zn1 2.32 

 NLL–ZnONC (2) H2O···Zn2 2.28 

 NLL–ZnONC (3) H2O···Zn3 2.25 

PRL–ZnONC:    

 PRL–ZnONC (1) H2O···Zn1 2.27 

 PRL–ZnONC (2) H2O···Zn2 2.26 

 PRL–ZnONC (3) H2O···Zn3 2.26 

 PRL–ZnONC (4) H2O···O4 1.97 

 PRL–ZnONC (5) H2O···O4 1.97 

 PRL–ZnONC (6) H2O···Zn5 2.33 

CNL–ZnONS:    

 CNL–ZnONS (1) H2O···Zn1 2.26 

 CNL–ZnONS (2) H2O···Zn1 2.26 

 CNL–ZnONS (3) H2O···Zn2 2.32 

 CNL–ZnONS (4) H2O···Zn2 2.29 

 CNL–ZnONS (5) H2O···O3 2.05 

 CNL–ZnONS (6) H2O···Zn3 2.29 

CCL–ZnONS:    

 CCL–ZnONS (1) H2O···Zn1 2.26 

 CCL–ZnONS (2) H2O···Zn1 2.27 

 CCL–ZnONS (3) H2O···O2 2.04 

 CCL–ZnONS (4) H2O···O3 1.97 

 CCL–ZnONS (5) H2O···Zn3 2.31 

 CCL–ZnONS (6) H2O···O4 1.93 

 CCL–ZnONS (7) H2O···O4 1.90 

 CCL–ZnONS (8) H2O···O5 2.00 

 CCL–ZnONS (9) H2O···O5 1.93 

 CCL–ZnONS (10) H2O···O3 1.97 

 CCL–ZnONS (11) H2O···H3 2.04 

    
 

a H2O···Zn, H2O···O and H2O···H denote as bond distances between water oxygen and 

surface Zn atom, between water hydrogen and O surface atom, and water hydrogen 

and hydride hydrogen surface atom, Zn, O and H surface atoms are labeled as shown 

in Figure 4.1. 
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4.2.4 Adsorption of ammonia molecule 

 

  4.2.4.1 Adsorption energies of NH3 

 

 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of adsorption configurations of 

NH3 adsorbed on the rigid structures of the AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–

ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were shown in Figure 4.14. These 

adsorption structures were symmetrically representative of all possible ammonia 

adsorptions on the whole nanosheets of AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, 

CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS.  Due to the adsorption configurations of ammonia 

adsorbed on the ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and their molecular symmetries, all 

ammonia molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions can be plotted 

as shown in Figure 4.15.  

 

 

Figure 4.14 The adsorption configurations of ammonia adsorbed on (a) the AL–

ZnONC, (b) NLL–ZnONC, (c) PRL–ZnONC, (d) CNL–ZnONS and (e) CCL–

ZnONS. The bond distances, were in Å. ···Zn)(N
3NH
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Figure 4.15 Plots of ammonia molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) the AL–ZnONC, (b) NLL–ZnONC, (c) PRL–ZnONC, (d) CNL–

ZnONS and (e) CCL–ZnONS. The molecules labeled with numbers represent the 

ammonia molecules interacting with ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs as representative of 

their molecular symmetries. Adsorption energies in kcal/mol were presented. 

 

The adsorption bonds of NH3 adsorbed on the AL–ZnONC and NLL–ZnONC 

take place as one type called type I. The adsorption energies of NH3 adsorbed on the 

AL–ZnONC was –10.84 kcal/mol and on the NLL–ZnONC were –9.26, –10.92 and          

–13.65 kcal/mol as shown in Figure 4.14(a), 4.14(b) and Table 4.8. The ammonia 

adsorption of type I occurred by the ammonia pointing its nitrogen towards zinc 

surface atom and all three hydrogen atoms align on three [Zn···O] bonds of ZnONCs 

as shown in Figure 4.15(a) and 4.15(b). 

  The adsorption bonds of NH3 adsorbed on the PRL–ZnONC occur as type I 

and another type which forms staggered configuration between N–H bond of 
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ammonia and Zn–O of the surface was defined as type II bond. The bonds of type II 

for the NH3 adsorbed on the PRL–ZnONC were the adsorption position of ammonia 

#2 and #4. The adsorption positions of NH3 on the PRL–ZnONC occurring as type I 

bond were #1 (–12.23 kcal/mol), #3 (–14.11 kcal/mol), #5 (–10.52 kcal/mol) and #6 

(–8.39 kcal/mol) and as type II were #2 (–12.19 kcal/mol) and #4 (–9.08 kcal/mol). 

  Due to the adsorptions of NH3 on the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS, bonds 

of types I and II were also found. The types I and II bonds for all the NH3 adsorbed 

either on the CNL–ZnONS or CCL–ZnONS obviously occur over the zinc surface as 

shown in Figure 4.14(d) and (e). The adsorption representatives of NH3 on the CNL–

ZnONS were three adsorption positions #1 (–13.21 kcal/mol, type I), #2 (–9.14 

kcal/mol, type II) and #3 (–10.43 kcal/mol, type I) as shown in Figure 4.15(d). For the 

adsorption representatives of NH3 on the CCL–ZnONS were six adsorption positions 

#1 (–14.08 kcal/mol, type I), #2 (–11.01 kcal/mol, type I), #3 (–9.37 kcal/mol, type 

II), #4 (–9.15 kcal/mol, type I), #5 (–9.22 kcal/mol, type I) and #6 (–7.60 kcal/mol, 

type II) as shown in Figure 4.15(e). Due to plots of ammonia molecules as minimum 

energy structures of their adsorptions on the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS shown 

in Figure 4.15(d) and 4.15(e), it can therefore be concluded that the NH3 adsorptions 

on all the Zn surface atoms were caused by the bonding of type I except that NH3 

adsorptions on terminal Zn atoms were caused by the bonding of type II. 

Nevertheless, all the NH3 adsorbed on the ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs occur by 

pointing its nitrogen toward Zn surface atom and this orientation was somewhat 

perpendicular to the surface planes of the nanosheets, as shown in Figure 4.14. 

The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the adsorption complexes NH3 with the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were also 

not much different from their corresponding bare surfaces as shown in Table 4.8. 
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Table 4.8 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of NH3 on ZnONCs and 

ZnOGLNSs, and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of the bare ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and 

their NH3 adsorption complexes, computed at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

ZnOGLNSs/ammonia adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
NH3 + AL–ZnONC → NH3/AL–ZnONC(1) –10.84 5.86 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
NH3 + NLL–ZnONC →  NH3/NLL–ZnONC (1) –9.26 4.59 
NH3 + NLL–ZnONC →  NH3/NLL–ZnONC (2) –10.92 5.01 
NH3 + NLL–ZnONC →  NH3/NLL–ZnONC (3) –13.65 5.62 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
NH3 + PRL–ZnONC → NH3/PRL–ZnONC (1) –12.23 4.47 
NH3 + PRL–ZnONC → NH3/PRL–ZnONC (2) –12.19 4.47 
NH3 + PRL–ZnONC → NH3/PRL–ZnONC (3) –14.11 4.54 
NH3 + PRL–ZnONC → NH3/PRL–ZnONC (4) –9.08 3.92 
NH3 + PRL–ZnONC → NH3/PRL–ZnONC (5) –10.52 4.31 
NH3 + PRL–ZnONC → NH3/PRL–ZnONC (6) –8.39 3.59 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
NH3 + CNL–ZnONS →  NH3/CNL–ZnONS (1) –13.21 4.85 
NH3 + CNL–ZnONS →  NH3/CNL–ZnONS (2) –9.14 4.10 
NH3 + CNL–ZnONS →  NH3/CNL–ZnONS (3) –10.43 4.89 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
NH3 + CCL–ZnONS →  NH3/CCL–ZnONS (1) –14.08 3.76 
NH3 + CCL–ZnONS →  NH3/CCL–ZnONS (2) –11.01 3.77 
NH3 + CCL–ZnONS →  NH3/CCL–ZnONS (3) –9.37 3.39 
NH3 + CCL–ZnONS →  NH3/CCL–ZnONS (4) –9.15 3.71 
NH3 + CCL–ZnONS →  NH3/CCL–ZnONS (5) –9.22 3.80 
NH3 + CCL–ZnONS →  NH3/CCL–ZnONS (6) –7.60 3.07 
   

 

4.2.5 Adsorption of hydrogen molecule 

 

  4.2.5.1 Adsorption energies of H2 

 

 These adsorption structures were symmetrically representative of all possible 

H2 adsorptions on the whole nanosheets of AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–

ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS. Due to the adsorption configurations of H2 

adsorbed on the ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and their molecular symmetries, all H2 

molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions can be plotted as shown 

in Figure 4.16. The number of energy minima of H2 adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC 

of thirty configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy 

minima were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations 

within one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and hydrogen 

adsorptions over the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h 

symmetrical operation. The adsorption energies of H2 on the AL–ZnONC were 

composed of five adsorption positions H2 #1 (–0.13 kcal/mol), #2 (–0.34 kcal/mol), 
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#3 (–0.52 kcal/mol), #4 (–0.47 kcal/mol) and #5 (–0.45 kcal/mol) as shown in Table 

4.9. 

 The NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanocluster were in C2v symmetry, the 

numbers of H2 adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were twenty two 

and thirty one configurations, respectively, see Figure 4.16(b) and (c). There were 

twelve type of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC which were composed of H2 

adsorption positions H2 #1 (–0.42 kcal/mol), #2 (–0.23 kcal/mol), #3 (–0.69 kcal/mol), 

#4 (–0.51kcal/mol), #6 (–0.64 kcal/mol), #7 (–0.46 kcal/mol), #8 (–0.28 kcal/mol), #9 

(–0.52 kcal/mol), #10 (–0.55 kcal/mol), #11 (–0.60 kcal/mol) and #12 (–0.62 

kcal/mol). Threr were eighteen type of adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption positions H2 #1 (–0.33 kcal/mol), #2 (–0.52 

kcal/mol), #3 (–0.80 kcal/mol), #4 (–0.58 kcal/mol), #5 (–0.52 kcal/mol), #6 (–0.72 

kcal/mol), #7 (–0.70 kcal/mol), #8 (–0.71 kcal/mol), #9 (–0.75 kcal/mol), #10 (–0.46 

kcal/mol), #11 (–0.37 kcal/mol), #12 (–0.74 kcal/mol), #13 (–0.33 kcal/mol), #14      

(–0.44 kcal/mol), #15 (–0.33 kcal/mol), #16 (–0.53 kcal/mol), #17 (–0.57 kcal/mol) 

and #18 (–0.63 kcal/mol). 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS which were in C3h symmetry, the 

numbers of H2 adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were fifty four and 

one seventy seven configurations, respectively, see Figure 4.16(d) and (e). The H2 

adsorptions on The CNL–ZnONS were also composed of nine adsorption positions H2 

#1 (–0.64 kcal/mol), #2 (–0.65 kcal/mol), #3 (–0.57 kcal/mol), #4 (–0.47 kcal/mol) 

and #5 (–0.85 kcal/mol) #6 (–0.38 kcal/mol), #7 (–0.29 kcal/mol), #8 (–0.70 kcal/mol) 

and #9 (–0.48 kcal/mol). The CCL–ZnONS were composed of eighteen adsorption 

positions H2 #1 (–0.95 kcal/mol), #2 (–0.78 kcal/mol), #3 (–0.74 kcal/mol), #4 (–0.78 

kcal/mol) and #5 (–0.71 kcal/mol) #6 (–0.76 kcal/mol), #7 (–0.37 kcal/mol), #8 (–1.13 

kcal/mol), #9 (–0.56 kcal/mol), #10 (–0.96 kcal/mol), #11 (–0.64 kcal/mol), #12        

(–0.46 kcal/mol), #13 (–0.97 kcal/mol), #14 (–0.75 kcal/mol), #15 (–1.03 kcal/mol), 

#16 (–0.67 kcal/mol), #17 (–0.71 kcal/mol) and #18 (–0.54 kcal/mol).  
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Figure 4.16 Plots of H2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions 

on (a) the AL–ZnONC, (b) NLL–ZnONC, (c) PRL–ZnONC, (d) CNL–ZnONS and 

(e) CCL–ZnONS. The molecules labeled with numbers represent the H2 molecules 

interacting with ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs as representative of their molecular 

symmetries. Adsorption energies in kcal/mol were presented. 
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Table 4.9 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of H2 on ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs, 

and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of the bare surfaces of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs, and 

their H2 adsorption complexes, computed at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/hydrogen adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
H2 + AL–ZnONC → H2/AL–ZnONC (1) -0.13 6.49 
H2 + AL–ZnONC → H2/AL–ZnONC (2) -0.34 6.50 
H2 + AL–ZnONC → H2/AL–ZnONC (3) -0.52 6.49 
H2 + AL → H2/AL (4) -0.47 6.48 
H2 + AL → H2/AL (5) -0.45 6.48 
NPL–ZnONC:  5.32 
H2 + NLL– ONC → HZn Zn
H

2/NLL– ONC (1) -0.42 5.33 
2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (2) -0.23 5.32 

H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (3) -0.69 5.32 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (4) -0.51 5.32 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (5) -0.48 5.32 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (6) -0.64 5.36 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (7) -0.46 5.33 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (8) -0.28 5.34 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (9) -0.52 5.33 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (10) -0.55 5.36 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (11) -0.60 5.36 
H2 + NLL–ZnONC → H2/NLL–ZnONC (12) -0.62 5.36 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (1) -0.33 4.26 
H2 + PRL– nONC → HZ Zn
H

2/PRL– ONC (2) -0.52 4.28 
2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (3) -0.80 4.30 

H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (4) -0.58 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (5) -0.62 4.31 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (6) -0.72 4.28 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (7) -0.70 4.29 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (8) -0.71 4.29 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (9) -0.75 4.28 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (10) -0.46 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (11) -0.37 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (12) -0.74 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (13) -0.33 4.28 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (14) -0.44 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (15) -0.33 4.26 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (16) -0.53 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (17) -0.57 4.27 
H2 + PRL–ZnONC → H2/PRL–ZnONC (18) -0.63 4.25 
CNL–ZnONS:   4.83 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (1) -0.64 4.86 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (2) -0.65 4.85 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (3) -0.57 4.85 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (4) -0.49 4.84 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (5) -0.85 4.85 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (6) -0.38 4.84 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (7) -0.29 4.85 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (8) -0.70 4.84 
H2 + CNL–ZnONS →  H2/CNL–ZnONS (9) -0.48 4.85 
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Table 4.9 (cont.) Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of H2 on ZnONCs and 

ZnOGLNSs, and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of the bare surfaces of ZnONCs, 

ZnOGLNSs, and their H2 adsorption complexes, computed at the B3LYP/LanL2DZ 

level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/hydrogen adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (1) -0.95 3.76 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (2) -0.78 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (3) -0.74 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (4) -0.78 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (5) -0.71 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (6) -0.76 3.76 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (7) -0.37 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (8) -1.13 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (9) -0.56 3.76 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (10) -0.96 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (11) -0.64 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (12) -0.46 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (13) -0.97 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (14) -0.75 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (15) -1.03 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (16) -0.67 3.76 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (17) -0.71 3.75 
H2 + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS (18) -0.54 3.75 
   

 

 The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the adsorption complexes H2 with the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were also 

not much different from their corresponding bare surfaces as shown in Table 4.10. 

 

 4.2.6 Adsorption of nitric oxide molecule 

 

  4.2.6.1 Adsorption energies of NO pointing with N–end 

 

 Geometry configurations of NO adsorptions on the rigid structures of the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters, shown in Figure 4.17 and the 

CNL–ZnONS, shown in Figure 4.18 and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets, shown in Figure 

4.19. The calculated adsorption energy values of the minimum energy structures of 

NO on nanoclusters and nanosheets were shown in Table 4.10. The NO adsorption 

configurations of NO pointing with N–end to adsorption sites of nanoclusters were 

shown in left side of Figure 4.18 and to adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS and 

CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.18(a) and 4.19(a), respectively. 
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Figure 4.17 Plots of NO molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions 

on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC (Zn5O5H8) and (c) PRL–ZnONC 

(Zn8O8H10). Their left and right adsorption maps were NO adsorption on ZnONCs by 

pointing N–end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, respectively. The set of 

labeled molecules was representative of NO interacting with AL–ZnONC (C3h), 

NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and PRL–ZnONC (C2v). Adsorption energies were presented in 

kcal/mol. 
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Figure 4.18 Plots of NO molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions 

on CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) as adsorption configurations of NO with pointing its 

(a) N–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS. The set of 

labeled molecules was representative of NO adsorption interacting with CNL–ZnONS 

with C3h symmetry. Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.19 Plots of NO molecules as minimum energy structures of their adsorptions 

on CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as (a) adsorption configurations of NO by pointing (a) 

N–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites. The molecules labeled with 

numbers represent the oxygen molecule interacting with CCL–ZnONS of molecular 

symmetry of (C3h). Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 
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 The number of energy minima of NO adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of nine 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and NO adsorptions over the 

whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical operation. 

The most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented 

by the configuration of NO #2 of which the adsorption energy was –3.26 kcal/mol, 

shows the N atom of NO pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO···H1) at a distance of 

2.15 Å, show in Table 4.11. 

 As the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, 

the numbers of NO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were ten and 

sixteen configurations, as shown in the left sides of Figure 4.17(b) and (c), 

respectively. There were four types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption position NO #1 (–2.84 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.76 

kcal/mol), #3 (–4.49 kcal/mol), #4 (–3.47 kcal/mol) and #5 (–5.32 kcal/mol). The 

most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the NLL–ZnONC was represented by 

the configuration of NO #5 which N atom of NO pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(NO···Zn3) at a distance of 2.49 Å. There were eight types of adsorption positions on 

the PRL–ZnONC which were composed of adsorption positions NO #1 (–4.56 

kcal/mol), #2 (–3.62 kcal/mol), #3 (–5.35 kcal/mol), #4 (–4.25 kcal/mol), #5 (–4.64 

kcal/mol), #6 (–5.29 kcal/mol), #7 (–3.20 kcal/mol) and #8 (–3.71 kcal/mol). The 

most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the PRL–ZnONC was represented by 

the configuration of NO #3 which N atom of NO pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(NO···Zn2) at a distance of 2.54 Å. 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

NO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were twenty one and forty five 

configurations as shown in Figure 4.19(a) and Figure 4.19(a) respectively. There were 

four types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position NO #1 (–5.31 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.34 kcal/mol), #3 (–4.59 kcal/mol) 

and #4 (–4.73 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the 

CNL–ZnONS was represented by the configuration of NO #1 which N atom of NO 

pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO···Zn1) at a distance of 2.56 Å. There were eight 

types of adsorption positions on the CCL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption positions NO #1 (–4.03 kcal/mol), #2 (–4.76 kcal/mol), #3 (–4.99 
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kcal/mol), #4 (–5.03 kcal/mol), #5 (–4.77 kcal/mol), #6 (–5.67 kcal/mol), #7 (–5.82 

kcal/mol) and #8 (–5.48 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of NO adsorption 

on the CCL–ZnONS was represented by the configuration of NO #1 which N atom of 

NO pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO···Zn1) at a distance of 2.56 Å. 

 The NO adsorptions with pointing N–end towards atoms of the ZnOGLNSs 

were categorized into two bond types, [NO···H] and [NO···Zn]. The [NO···H] bond 

occurred when the NO adsorption with pointing N–end toward hydroxyl hydrogen of 

the ZnOGLNSs to which the molecular axis of NO was nearly parallel to the 

molecular plane. But the [NO···H] bond occurred when the NO adsorption with 

pointing N–end towards Zn atom of the ZnOGLNS to which the molecular axis of NO 

was nearly perpendicular to the molecular plane. 

 On the same position of NO adsorptions either on nanoclusters or nanosheets, 

the adsorption energies of NO of which the N–end pointing towards the nanosheets 

atoms were more stable that the O–end. The NO adsorptions with pointing N–end 

towards atoms of the ZnOGLNSs were categorized into two bond types, [NO···H] and 

[NO···Zn]. The [NO···H] bond occurred when the NO adsorption with pointing N–end 

toward hydroxyl hydrogen of the ZnOGLNSs to which the molecular axis of NO was 

nearly parallel to the molecular plane. But the [NO···H] bond occurred when the NO 

adsorption with pointing N–end towards Zn atom of the ZnOGLNS to which the 

molecular axis of NO was nearly perpendicular to the molecular plane. 
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Table 4.10 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of NO pointing its N–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their NO adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

 

ZnOGLNSs/nitric oxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
NO + AL–ZnONC → NO/AL–ZnONC (1) -3.26 2.82 
NO + AL–ZnONC → NO/AL–ZnONC (2) -3.17 2.92 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (1) -2.84 2.74 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (2) -3.76 2.99 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (3) -4.49 2.96 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (4) -3.47 2.23 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (5) -5.32 2.92 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (1) -4.56 2.04 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (2) -3.62 1.56 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (3) -5.35 2.11 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (4) -4.25 2.96 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (5) -4.64 2.93 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (6) -5.29 2.80 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (7) -3.20 2.73 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (8) -3.71 3.00 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (1) -5.31 2.87 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (2) -3.34 2.42 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (3) -4.59 3.05 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (4) -4.73 2.91 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (1) -4.03 1.28 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (2) -4.76 2.83 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (3) -4.99 1.77 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (4) -5.03 2.08 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (5) -4.77 2.87 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (6) -5.67 2.62 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (7) -5.82 2.43 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (8) -5.48 3.01 
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Table 4.11 Bond distances (in Å) between NO atoms and atoms of adsorption sites. 
 

ZnOGLNSs [NO···S]a  [NO···S]a

AL–ZnONC:      
  NO···Zn1 2.68  NO···Zn1 2.74 
 NO···H1 2.15  NO···H1 2.11 
NLL–ZnONC:      
 NO···Zn1 2.77  NO···Zn1 2.81 
 NO···H1 2.30  NO···H1 2.16 
 NO···Zn2 2.52  NO···Zn2 2.76 
 NO···H4 2.17  NO···H4 2.41 
 NO···Zn3 2.49  NO···Zn3 2.66 
PRL–ZnONC:      
 NO···Zn1 2.51  NO···Zn1 2.81 
 NO···H1 2.14  NO···H1 2.14 
 NO···Zn2 2.54  NO···Zn2 2.67 
 NO···H2 2.31  NO···H2 2.16 
 NO···Zn3 2.52  NO···Zn3 2.86 
 NO···Zn4 2.55  NO···Zn4 2.75 
 NO···Zn5 2.75  NO···Zn5 2.86 
 NO···H3 2.46  NO···H3 2.25 
CNL–ZnONS:      
 NO···Zn1 2.56  NO···Zn1 2.83 
 NO···H1 2.14  NO···H1 2.17 
 NO···Zn2 2.68  NO···Zn2 2.83 
 NO···Zn3 2.63  NO···Zn3 2.81 
CCL–ZnONS:      
 NO···H1 2.13  NO···H1 2.12 
 NO···H2 2.28  NO···H2 2.13 
 NO···Zn1 2.58  NO···Zn1 2.81 
 NO···Zn2 2.62  NO···Zn2 2.78 
 NO···Zn3 2.49  NO···Zn3 2.81 
 NO···Zn4 2.57  NO···Zn4 2.81 
 NO···Zn5 2.62  NO···Zn5 2.81 
 NO···Zn6 2.50  NO···Zn6 3.02 
      

 

a Atom S stands for atomic adsorption site, NO and NO were carbon dioxide 

molecules pointing their N and O atoms toward atom S in the nanoclusters or 

nanosheets, respectively. Atomic positions of S atom were shown in Figure 4.1.   

  

  4.2.6.2 Adsorption energies of NO pointing with O–end. 

 

 The NO adsorption configurations of NO pointing with O–end to adsorption 

sites of nanoclusters were shown in right side of Figure 4.18 and to adsorption sites of 

the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.18(b) and 

4.19(b), respectively. 

 The number of energy minima of NO adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of nine 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and NO adsorptions over the 
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whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical operation. 

The most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented 

by the configuration of NO #2 of which the adsorption energy was –2.45 kcal/mol 

(Table 4.13), shows the O atom of NO pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO···H1) at a 

distance of 2.11 Å, show in Table 4.11. 

 As the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, 

the numbers of NO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were nine and 

sixteen configurations, as shown in the right sides of Figure 4.18(b) and (c), 

respectively. There were five types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption position NO #1 (–2.26 kcal/mol), #2 (–2.70 

kcal/mol), #3 (–2.60 kcal/mol), #4 (–2.08 kcal/mol) and #5 (–3.03 kcal/mol). The 

most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the NLL–ZnONC was represented by 

the configuration of NO #5 which O atom of NO pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(NO···Zn3) at a distance of 2.66 Å. There were eight types of adsorption positions on 

the PRL–ZnONC which were composed of adsorption positions NO #1 (–2.59 

kcal/mol), #2 (–3.03 kcal/mol), #3 (–3.36 kcal/mol), #4 (–3.47 kcal/mol), #5 (–2.18 

kcal/mol), #6 (–2.73 kcal/mol), #7 (–2.14 kcal/mol) and #8 (–2.53 kcal/mol). The 

most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the PRL–ZnONC was represented by 

the configuration of NO #4 which O atom of NO pointing to a surface H atom 

(NO···H2) at a distance of 2.16 Å. 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

NO adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were twenty four and forty five 

configurations as shown in Figures 4.18(b) and 4.19(b) respectively. There were four 

types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position NO #1 (–3.15 kcal/mol), #2 (–2.98 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.36 kcal/mol) 

and #4 (–2.78 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of NO adsorption on the 

CNL–ZnONC was represented by the configuration of NO #1 which O atom of NO 

pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO···Zn1) at a distance of 2.83 Å. There were eight 

types of adsorption positions on the CCL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption positions NO #1 (–3.32 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.97 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.81 

kcal/mol), #4 (–3.39 kcal/mol), #5 (–2.43 kcal/mol), #6 (–2.87 kcal/mol), #7 (–2.88 

kcal/mol) and #8 (–2.42 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of NO adsorption 

on the CCL–ZnONC was represented by the configuration of NO #2 which O atom of 

NO pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO···H2) at a distance of 2.13 Å. 
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 The NO adsorptions with pointing the O–end toward atoms of the ZnOGLNSs 

were also categorized into two bond types, [NO···H] and [NO···Zn]. The [NO···H] 

bond occurred when the NO adsorption with pointing O–end toward hydroxyl 

hydrogen of the ZnOGLNSs to which the molecular axis of NO was nearly parallel to 

the molecular plane. But the [NO···Zn] bond occurred when the NO adsorption with 

pointing O–end towards Zn atom of the ZnOGLNS to which the molecular axis of NO 

was nearly perpendicular to the molecular plane. 

 

  4.2.6.3 Energy gap 

 

 The energy gaps of the clean ZnOGLNSs and their NO pointing with N–end 

or O–end adsorption complexes were shown in Table 4.10. In all cases, the energy 

gaps of clean ZnOGLNSs were higher than those values of their corresponding NO 

adsorption complexes, see Table 4.10 and 4.12. This suggests that the ZnOGLNSs 

were NO sensitive materials and they would be developed to be NO sensor based on 

electrical conductivity.  
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Table 4.12 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of NO pointing its O–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their NO adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/nitric oxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
NO + AL–ZnONC → NO/AL–ZnONC (1) -2.25 2.87 
NO + AL–ZnONC → NO/AL–ZnONC (2) -2.45 2.94 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (1) -2.26 2.80 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (2) -2.70 2.94 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (3) -2.60 2.64 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (4) -2.08 2.08 
NO + NLL–ZnONC → NO/NLL–ZnONC (5) -3.03 2.39 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (1) -2.59 1.66 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (2) -3.03 1.56 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (3) -3.36 1.73 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (4) -3.47 3.00 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (5) -2.18 2.49 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (6) -2.73 2.19 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (7) -2.14 2.67 
NO + PRL–ZnONC → NO/PRL–ZnONC (8) -2.53 1.66 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (1) -3.15 2.41 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (2) -2.98 2.87 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (3) -2.36 2.70 
NO + CNL–ZnONS → NO/CNL–ZnONS (4) -2.78 2.50 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (1) -3.32 1.35 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (2) -3.97 3.00 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (3) -2.81 1.69 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (4) -3.39 1.70 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (5) -2.43 2.38 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (6) -2.87 2.01 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (7) -2.88 1.84 
NO + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS (8) -2.42 2.57 
   

  

 4.2.7 Adsorption of nitrous oxide molecule 

 

  4.2.7.1 Adsorption energies of N2O pointing with N–end   

 

 The structure optimizations of N2O adsorptions on the rigid structures of the 

AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters, shown in Figure 4.20 

and the CNL–ZnONS, shown in Figure 4.21 and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets, shown in 

Figure 4.22. The adsorption energy values of the minimum energy structures of N2O 

on nanoclusters and nanosheets were shown in Table 4.13. The N2O adsorption 

configurations of N2O pointing with N–end to adsorption sites of nanoclusters were 
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shown in left side of Figure 4.20 and to adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS and 

CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.21(a) and 4.22(a), respectively. 

 The number of energy minima of N2O adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of six 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and N2O adsorptions over 

the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical 

operation. The N2O adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented by the 

configuration of N2O #1 of which the adsorption energy was –2.86 kcal/mol (Table 

4.13), shows the N atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom (N2O···H1) at a 

distance of 2.70 Å, show in Table 4.14. 

 Due to the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v 

symmetry, the numbers of N2O adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes 

were five and nine configurations, as shown in the left sides of Figure 4.20(b) and (c), 

respectively. There were three types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption position N2O #1 (–2.68 kcal/mol), #2 (–2.96 

kcal/mol) and #3 (–3.80 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of N2O adsorption 

on the NLL–ZnONC was represented by the configuration of N2O #3 which N atom 

of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn3) at a distance of 2.61 Å. There were 

five types of adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC which were composed of 

adsorption positions N2O #1 (–3.01 kcal/mol), #2 (–4.01 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.76 

kcal/mol), #4 (–3.00 kcal/mol) and #5 (–2.66 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration 

of N2O adsorption on the PRL–ZnONC was represented by the configuration of N2O 

#1 which N atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 

2.64 Å. 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

N2O adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were eighteen and thirty six 

configurations as shown in Figure 4.21(a) and Figure 4.22(a) respectively. There were 

three types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position N2O #1 (–3.64 kcal/mol), #2 (–2.71 kcal/mol) and #3 (–2.87 

kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of N2O adsorption on the CNL–ZnONS was 

represented by the configuration of N2O #1 which N atom of N2O pointing to a 

surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 2.56 Å. There were six types of 

adsorption positions on the CCL–ZnONS which were composed of adsorption 
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positions N2O #1 (–3.87 kcal/mol), #2 (–2.76 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.70 kcal/mol), #4        

(–3.39 kcal/mol), #5 (–2.42 kcal/mol) and #6 (–2.70 kcal/mol). The most stable 

configuration of N2O adsorption on the CCL–ZnONC was represented by the 

configuration of N2O #1 which N atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 2.63 Å. 

 The N2O adsorptions with pointing N–end towards atoms of the ZnOGLNSs 

were [NO···Zn] bond occurred when the N2O adsorption with pointing N–end towards 

Zn atom of the ZnOGLNS to which the molecular axis of N2O was nearly 

perpendicular to the molecular plane. 

 The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the N2O adsorptions with pointing N–end towards 

atoms of the ZnOGLNSs (AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS 

and CCL–ZnONS) were also not much different from their corresponding bare 

surfaces as shown in Table 4.13. 
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Figure 4.20 Plots of N2O molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC (Zn5O5H8) and (c) 

PRL–ZnONC (Zn8O8H10). Their left and right adsorption maps were N2O adsorption 

on ZnONCs by pointing N–end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, respectively. 

The set of labeled molecules was representative of N2O interacting with AL–ZnONC 

(C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and PRL–ZnONC (C2v). Adsorption energies were 

presented in kcal/mol. 
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Figure 4.21 Plots of N2O molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) as adsorption configurations of N2O with 

pointing its (a) N–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS. 

The set of labeled molecules was representative of N2O adsorption interacting with 

CNL–ZnONS with C3h symmetry. Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.22 Plots of N2O molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as (a) adsorption configurations of N2O by 

pointing (a) N–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites. The molecules labeled 

with numbers represent the N2O molecule interacting with CCL–ZnONS of molecular 

symmetry of (C3h). Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 
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Table 4.13 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of N2O pointing its N–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their N2O adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

 
ZnOGLNSs/nitrous oxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
N2O + AL–ZnONC → N2O/AL–ZnONC (1) -2.86 5.02 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
N2O + NLL–ZnONC → N2O/NLL–ZnONC (1) -2.68 4.93 
N2O + NLL–ZnONC → N2O/NLL–ZnONC (2) -2.96 4.71 
N2O + NLL–ZnONC → N2O/NLL–ZnONC (3) -3.80 4.51 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (1) -3.01 3.80 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (2) -4.00 3.86 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (3) -2.76 4.29 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (4) -3.00 4.27 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC→ N2O/PRL–ZnONC (5) -2.66 4.22 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
N2O + CNL–ZnONS → N2O/CNL–ZnONS (1) -3.64 4.52 
N2O + CNL–ZnONS → N2O/CNL–ZnONS (2) -2.71 4.81 
N2O + CNL–ZnONS → N2O/CNL–ZnONS (3) -2.87 4.62 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (1) -3.87 3.72 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (2) -2.76 3.76 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (3) -2.70 3.76 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (4) -2.95 3.76 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (5) -2.42 3.77 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (6) -2.70 3.73 
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Table 4.14 Bond distances (in Å) between N2O atoms and atoms of adsorption sites. 
 

ZnOGLNSs [N2O···S]a  [N2O···S]a

AL–ZnONC:      
  N2O···Zn1 2.70  N2O···Zn1 2.69 
NLL–ZnONC:      
 N2O···Zn1 2.74  N2O···Zn1 2.79 
 N2O···Zn2 2.71  N2O···Zn2 2.69 
 N2O···Zn3 2.61  N2O···Zn3 2.61 
PRL–ZnONC:      
 N2O···Zn1 2.62  N2O···Zn1 2.64 
 N2O···Zn2 2.64  N2O···Zn2 2.58 
 N2O···Zn3 2.77  N2O···Zn3 2.83 
 N2O···Zn4 2.69  N2O···Zn4 2.70 
 N2O···Zn5 2.77  N2O···Zn5 2.85 
CNL–ZnONS:      
 N2O···Zn1 2.65  N2O···Zn1 2.65 
 N2O···Zn2 2.77  N2O···Zn2 2.76 
 N2O···Zn3 2.72  N2O···Zn3 2.70 
CCL–ZnONS:      
 N2O···Zn1 2.63  N2O···Zn1 2.59 
 N2O···Zn2 2.76  N2O···Zn2 2.72 
 N2O···Zn3 2.80  N2O···Zn3 2.89 
 N2O···Zn4 2.72  N2O···Zn4 2.79 
 N2O···Zn5 2.78  N2O···Zn5 2.82 
 N2O···Zn6 2.86  N2O···Zn6 2.99 
      

 

a Atom S stands for atomic adsorption site, N2O and N2O were carbon dioxide 

molecules pointing their N and O atoms toward atom S in the nanoclusters or 

nanosheets, respectively. Atomic positions of S atom were shown in Figure 4.1.   

 

  4.2.7.2 Adsorption energies of N2O pointing with O–end 

 

 The N2O adsorption configurations of N2O pointing with O–end to adsorption 

sites of nanoclusters were shown in right side of Figure 4.20 and to adsorption sites of 

the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.21(b) and 

4.22(b), respectively. 

 The number of energy minima of N2O adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of three 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and N2O adsorptions over 

the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical 

operation. The N2O adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented by the 

configuration of N2O #1 of which the adsorption energy was –3.00 kcal/mol (Table 
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4.15), shows the O atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn1) at a 

distance of 2.69 Å, show in Table 4.14. 

 As the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, 

the numbers of N2O adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were six and 

nine configurations, as shown in the right sides of Figure 4.20(b) and (c), respectively. 

There were three types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC which were 

composed of adsorption position N2O #1 (–3.26 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.13 kcal/mol) and 

#3 (–2.85 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of N2O adsorption on the NLL–

ZnONC was represented by the configuration of N2O #1 which O atom of N2O 

pointing to a surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 2.79 Å. There were five 

types of adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC which were composed of 

adsorption positions N2O #1 (–3.72 kcal/mol), #2 (–4.19 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.09 

kcal/mol), #4 (–3.13 kcal/mol) and #5 (–2.43 kcal/mol). The most stable configuration 

of N2O adsorption on the PRL–ZnONC was represented by the configuration of N2O 

#2 which O atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn2) at a distance of 

2.58 Å. 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

N2O adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were fifteen and thirty six 

configurations as shown in Figures 4.21(b) and 4.22(b) respectively. There were three 

types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position N2O #1 (–3.35 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.29 kcal/mol) and #3 (–2.87 

kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of N2O adsorption on the CNL–ZnONS was 

represented by the configuration of N2O #1 which O atom of N2O pointing to a 

surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 2.76 Å. There were six types of 

adsorption positions on the CCL–ZnONS which were composed of adsorption 

positions N2O #1 (–4.11 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.37 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.54 kcal/mol), #4        

(–3.39 kcal/mol), #5 (–2.78 kcal/mol) and #6 (–2.23 kcal/mol). The most stable 

configuration of N2O adsorption on the CCL–ZnONS was represented by the 

configuration of N2O #1 which O atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 2.59 Å. 

 The N2O adsorptions with pointing the O–end toward atoms of the 

ZnOGLNSs were [N2O···Zn] bond occurred when the N2O adsorption with pointing 

O–end towards Zn atom of the ZnOGLNS to which the molecular axis of N2O was 

nearly perpendicular to the molecular plane. 
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Table 4.15 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of N2O pointing its O–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their N2O adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/nitrous oxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC::  6.47 
N2O + AL–ZnONC → N2O/AL–ZnONC (1) -3.00 5.17 
NLL ZnONC::  5.32 
N2O + NLL–ZnONC → N2O/NLL–ZnONC (1) -3.26 5.21 
N2O + NLL–ZnONC → N2O/NLL–ZnONC (2) -3.13 4.77 
N2O + NLL–ZnONC → N2O/NLL–ZnONC (3) -2.85 4.38 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (1) -3.72 3.90 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (2) -4.19 3.89 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (3) -2.09 4.26 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (4) -3.13 4.29 
N2O + PRL–ZnONC → N2O/PRL–ZnONC (5) -2.43 4.24 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
N2O + CNL–ZnONS → N2O/CNL–ZnONS (1) -3.35 4.42 
N2O + CNL–ZnONS → N2O/CNL–ZnONS (2) -3.29 4.86 
N2O + CNL–ZnONS → N2O/CNL–ZnONS (3) -2.87 4.60 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (1) -4.11 3.65 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (2) -3.37 3.68 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (3) -2.54 3.75 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (4) -3.39 3.71 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (5) -2.78 3.73 
N2O + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS (6) -2.23 3.72 
   

 

 The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the N2O adsorptions with pointing O–end towards 

atoms of the ZnOGLNSs (AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS 

and CCL–ZnONS) were also not much different from their corresponding bare 

surfaces as shown in Table 4.15. 

  

 4.2.8 Adsorption of nitrogen dioxide molecule 

 

  4.2.8.1 Adsorption energies of NO2 pointing with N–end 

 

 The B3LYP/LanL2DZ–optimized structures of NO2 adsorptions on the rigid 

structures of the AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters, shown 

in Figure 4.23 and the CNL–ZnONS, shown in Figure 4.24 and CCL–ZnONS 

nanosheets, shown in Figure 4.26. The adsorption energy values of the minimum 

energy structures of NO2 on nanoclusters and nanosheets were shown in Table 4.16. 
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The NO2 adsorption configurations of NO2 pointing with N–end to adsorption 

on the nanoclusters were shown in left side of Figure 4.23 and to adsorption sites of 

the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.24(a) and 

4.25(a), respectively. 

 The number of energy minima of NO2 adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of six 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 

one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and NO2 adsorptions over 

the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical 

operation. The most stable configuration of NO2 adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was 

represented by the configuration of NO2 #2 of which the adsorption energy was –2.31 

kcal/mol, shows the N atom of NO2 pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO2···Zn2) at a 

distance of 2.75 Å, show in Table 4.17. 

 The NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, the 

numbers of NO2 adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were three and 

sixteen configurations, as shown in the left sides of Figure 4.23(b) and (c), 

respectively. There were two types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC 

which were composed of adsorption position NO2 #1 (–1.90 kcal/mol) and #2 (–2.31 

kcal/mol). The most stable configuration of NO2 adsorption on the NLL–ZnONC was 

represented by the configuration of NO2 #2 which N atom of NO2 pointing to a 

surface Zn atom (NO2···Zn3) at a distance of 3.06 Å. There were nine types of 

adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC which were composed of adsorption 

positions NO2 #1 (–2.30 kcal/mol), #2 (–1.88 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.43 kcal/mol), #4        

(–2.90 kcal/mol), #5 (–3.72 kcal/mol), #6 (–3.14 kcal/mol), #7 (–3.93 kcal/mol), #8     

(–3.82 kcal/mol) and #9 (–1.27 kcal/mol), The most stable configuration of NO2 

adsorption on the PRL–ZnONC was represented by the configuration of NO2 #7 

which N atom of NO2 pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO2···Zn4) at a distance of 2.73 

Å. 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

NO2 adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were thirty and fifty four 

configurations as shown in Figure 4.23(a) and Figure 4.24(a) respectively. There were 

five types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position NO2 #1 (–2.42 kcal/mol), #2 (–3.23 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.89 

kcal/mol), #4 (–2.12 kcal/mol) and #5 (–3.95 kcal/mol), The most stable configuration 
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of NO2 adsorption on the CNL–ZnONS was represented by the configuration of NO2 

#5 which N atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO2···Zn3) at a distance of 

2.72 Å. There were ten types of adsorption positions on the CCL–ZnONS which were 

composed of adsorption positions NO2 #1 (–2.04 kcal/mol), #2 (–2.77 kcal/mol), #3 

(–4.46 kcal/mol), #4 (–3.85 kcal/mol) #5 (–3.91 kcal/mol), #6 (–2.42 kcal/mol), #7    

(–3.77 kcal/mol), #8 (–5.08 kcal/mol), #9 (–3.42 kcal/mol) and #10 (–5.54 kcal/mol). 

The most stable configuration of NO2 adsorption on the CCL–ZnONC was 

represented by the configuration of NO2 #10 which N atom of NO2 pointing to a 

surface Zn atom (NO2···Zn7) at a distance of 2.51 Å. 

 There were two bond types, types [NO2···O] and [NO2···Zn] of all the 

adsorption energies of NO2 on the AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–

ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS. It shows that bond distances of the bond type [NO2···O] 

and [NO2···Zn], as listed in Table 4.17. 

 The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the NO2 adsorptions with pointing N–end towards 

atoms of the ZnOGLNSs (AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS 

and CCL–ZnONS) were also not much different from their corresponding bare 

surfaces as shown in Table 4.16. 
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Figure 4.23 Plots of NO2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on (a) the AL–ZnONC (Zn3O3H6), (b) NLL–ZnONC (Zn5O5H8) and (c) 

PRL–ZnONC (Zn8O8H10). Their left and right adsorption maps were NO2 adsorption 

on ZnONCs by pointing N–end and O–end toward the adsorption sites, respectively. 

The set of labeled molecules was representative of NO2 interacting with AL–ZnONC 

(C3h), NLL–ZnONC (C2v) and PRL–ZnONC (C2v). Adsorption energies were 

presented in kcal/mol. 
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Figure 4.24 Plots of NO2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CNL–ZnONS (Zn12O12H12) as adsorption configurations of NO2 with 

pointing its (a) N–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites of the CNL–ZnONS. 

The set of labeled molecules was representative of NO2 adsorption interacting with 

CNL–ZnONS with C3h symmetry. Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.25 Plots of NO2 molecules as minimum energy structures of their 

adsorptions on CCL–ZnONS (Zn27O27H18) as (a) adsorption configurations of NO2 by 

pointing (a) N–end and (b) O–end toward the adsorption sites. The molecules labeled 

with numbers represent the NO2 molecule interacting with CCL–ZnONS of molecular 

symmetry of (C3h). Adsorption energies were presented in kcal/mol. 
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Table 4.16 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of NO2 pointing its N–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their NO2 adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

 
ZnOGLNSs/nitrogen dioxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
NO2 + AL–ZnONC → NO2/AL–ZnONC (1) -1.13 3.27 
NO2 + AL–ZnONC → NO2/AL–ZnONC (2) -2.31 3.71 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
NO2 + NLL–ZnONC → NO2/NLL–ZnONC (1) -1.90 3.51 
NO2 + NLL–ZnONC → NO2/NLL–ZnONC (2) -1.48 2.92 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (1) -2.30 2.25 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (2) -1.88 2.18 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (3) -2.43 2.16 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (4) -2.90 2.19 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (5) -3.72 2.89 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (6) -3.14 2.83 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (7) -3.93 2.86 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (8) -3.82 3.62 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (9) -1.27 2.80 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (1) -2.42 2.78 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (2) -3.23 2.91 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (3) -2.89 3.26 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (4) -2.12 2.98 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (5) -3.95 3.10 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (1) -2.04 2.15 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (2) -2.77 2.02 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (3) -4.46 2.16 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (4) -3.85 2.02 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (5) -3.91 2.28 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (6) -2.42 2.48 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (7) -3.77 2.70 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (8) -5.08 2.48 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (9) -3.42 2.13 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (10) -5.54 3.51 
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Table 4.17 Bond distances (in Å) between NO2 atoms and atoms of adsorption sites. 
 

ZnOGLNSs [NO···S]a  [NO···S]a

AL–ZnONC:      
  NO2···O1 3.19  NO2···Zn1 2.67 
 NO2···Zn1 2.75  – – 
NLL–ZnONC:      
 NO2···Zn1 2.85  NO2···Zn1 2.32 
 NO2···Zn3 3.06  NO2···Zn3 2.45 
PRL–ZnONC:      
 NO2···Zn1 2.73  NO2···Zn1 2.71 
 NO2···Zn2 3.05  NO2···Zn2 2.62 
 NO2···O2 2.99  NO2···Zn4 2.72 
 NO2···O3 2.84  – – 
 NO2···O4(I) 2.77  – – 
 NO2···O4(II) 2.70  – – 
 NO2···Zn4 2.73  – – 
 NO2···Zn5 2.61    
 NO2···O5 3.31  – – 
CNL–ZnONS:      
 NO2···Zn1 2.89  NO2···Zn1 2.63 
 NO2···O2 2.78  NO2···Zn3 2.52 
 NO2···Zn2 2.73  – – 
 NO2···O3 3.16  – – 
 NO2···Zn3 2.72  – – 
CCL–ZnONS:      
 NO2···O1 3.27  NO2···Zn1 2.71 
 NO2···Zn1 2.85  NO2···Zn2 2.83 
 NO2···Zn4 2.96  NO2···O2 3.42 
 NO2···Zn2 2.95  NO2···Zn5 2.55 
 NO2···O3 2.78  – – 
 NO2···Zn3 2.97  – – 
 NO2···O4 2.69  – – 
 NO2···O5 2.63  – – 
 NO2···Zn6 3.04  – – 
 NO2···Zn7 2.51  – – 
      

 

a Atom S stands for atomic adsorption site, NO2 and NO2 were carbon dioxide 

molecules pointing their N and O atoms toward atom S in the nanoclusters or 

nanosheets, respectively. Atomic positions of S atom were shown in Figure 4.1.   

 

  4.2.8.2 Adsorption energies of NO2 pointing with O–end 

 

 The NO2 adsorption configurations of NO2 pointing with O–end to adsorption 

sites of nanoclusters were shown in right side of Figure 4.23 and to adsorption sites of 

the CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS nanosheets were shown in Figures 4.24(b) and 

4.25(b), respectively. 

 The number of energy minima of NO2 adsorptions on the AL–ZnONC of three 

configurations was found for each side of its molecular planes. These energy minima 

were obtained from the structure optimizations of interaction configurations within 
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one third of each side of the AL–ZnONC molecular area and NO2 adsorptions over 

the whole AL–ZnONC molecular area were generated using C3h symmetrical 

operation. The N2O adsorption on the AL–ZnONC was represented by the 

configuration of NO2 #1 of which the adsorption energy was –4.82 kcal/mol (Table 

4.18), shows the O atom of NO2 pointing to a surface Zn atom (NO2···Zn1) at a 

distance of 2.67 Å, show in Table 4.17. 

 As the NLL–ZnONC and PRL–ZnONC nanoclusters were in C2v symmetry, 

the numbers of NO2 adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were four and 

six configurations, as shown in the right sides of Figure 4.23(b) and (c), respectively. 

There were two types of adsorption positions on the NLL–ZnONC which were 

composed of adsorption position NO2 #1 (–7.45 kcal/mol) and #2 (–7.42 kcal/mol). 

The most stable configuration of NO2 adsorption on the NLL–ZnONC was 

represented by the configuration of NO2 #1 which O atom of NO2 pointing to a 

surface Zn atom (N2O···Zn1) at a distance of 2.32 Å. There were three types of 

adsorption positions on the PRL–ZnONC which were composed of adsorption 

positions NO2 #1 (–2.79 kcal/mol), #2 (–4.00 kcal/mol) and #3 (–2.97 kcal/mol). The 

most stable configuration of NO2 adsorption on the PRL–ZnONC was represented by 

the configuration of NO2 #2 which O atom of N2O pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(N2O···Zn2) at a distance of 2.62 Å. 

 The CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS were in C3h symmetry, the numbers of 

NO2 adsorptions on each side of their molecular planes were twelve and twenty four 

configurations as shown in Figures 4.24(b) and 4.25(b) respectively. There were two 

types of adsorption positions on the CNL–ZnONS which were composed of 

adsorption position NO2 #1 (–5.64 kcal/mol) and #2 (–7.18 kcal/mol). The most stable 

configuration of NO2 adsorption on the CNL–ZnONC was represented by the 

configuration of N2O #2 which O atom of NO2 pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(N2O···Zn3) at a distance of 2.52 Å. There were four types of adsorption positions on 

the CCL–ZnONS which were composed of adsorption positions NO2 #1 (–4.45 

kcal/mol), #2 (–3.92 kcal/mol), #3 (–2.55 kcal/mol) and #4 (–7.76 kcal/mol). The 

most stable configuration of NO2 adsorption on the CCL–ZnONC was represented by 

the configuration of NO2 #4 which O atom of NO2 pointing to a surface Zn atom 

(NO2···Zn5) at a distance of 2.55 Å. The adsorption energies were of NO2 on the AL–

ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS and CCL–ZnONS as shown in 
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Figure 4.18. It shows that bond distances of the bond type [NO2···O] and [NO2···Zn], 

as listed in Table 4.17.  

 

Table 4.18 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of NO2 pointing its O–end toward 

surfaces of ZnONCs and ZnOGLNSs and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of bare surfaces 

of ZnONCs, ZnOGLNSs and their NO2 adsorption complexes, computed at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 
 

ZnOGLNSs/nitrogen dioxide adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) EGAP (eV) 

AL–ZnONC:  6.47 
NO2 + AL–ZnONC → NO2/AL–ZnONC (1) -4.82 3.19 
NLL–ZnONC:  5.32 
NO2 + NLL–ZnONC →  NO2/NLL–ZnONC (1) -7.45 4.02 
NO2 + NLL–ZnONC →  NO2/NLL–ZnONC (2) -7.42 3.37 
PRL–ZnONC:  4.26 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (1) -2.79 1.86 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (2) -4.00 1.90 
NO2 + PRL–ZnONC → NO2/PRL–ZnONC (3) -2.97 2.32 
CNL–ZnONS:  4.83 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (1) -5.64 2.81 
NO2 + CNL–ZnONS → NO2/CNL–ZnONS (2) -7.18 3.20 
CCL–ZnONS:  3.74 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (1) -4.45 2.10 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (2) -3.92 2.16 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (3) -2.55 2.04 
NO2 + CCL–ZnONS → NO2/CCL–ZnONS (4) -7.76 2.31 
   

 

 The energy gaps (∆EGAP) of the NO2 adsorptions with pointing O–end towards 

atoms of the ZnOGLNSs (AL–ZnONC, NLL–ZnONC, PRL–ZnONC, CNL–ZnONS 

and CCL–ZnONS) were also not much different from their corresponding bare 

surfaces as shown in Table 4.18. The most stable configuration of all gases adsorbed 

on CCL–ZnONS are shown in Table A–1.                                      



CHAPTER V 

 
5.1 Conclusions 

 

 A theoretical study on the adsorption of gaseous oxygen, carbon monoxide, 

nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrous oxide, ammonia, hydrogen and water molecules 

on the ZnO nanoclusters (ZnONCs) and ZnO nanosheets (ZnONSs) i.e. ZnO 

nanoclusters of aromatic–like (AL–ZnONC, Zn3O3H6), naphthalene–like (NLL–

ZnONC, Zn5O5H8), pyrene–like PRL–like (PRL–ZnONC, Zn8O8H10), and ZnO 

nanosheets of coronene–like (CNL–ZnONS, Zn12O12H12) and circumcoronene–like 

(CCL–ZnONS, Zn27O27H18) for all possible configurations was investicted at the 

B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. All the results can be concluded as follows: 

1. The O2 is chemisorbed on the hydride adsorption site of the ZnOGLNSs edge 

and physisorbed over the plane of ZnOGLNSs. 

2. The adsorption of various gases (CO, H2, H2O, NH3, NO, NO2 and N2O) on 

ZnOGLNSs is physisorbed. 

3. The energy gaps of ZnOGLNSs are largely reduced after the adsorptions of 

O2, NO or NO2 on these ZnOGLNSs. 

4. The ZnOGLNSs are sensitive material for O2, NO and NO2 and could be 

developed as sensor based on electrical conductivity. 

 

5.2 Suggestion for future work 

 

 Due to the knowledge of molecular gas adsorption on metal oxides lead to find 

efficient way for gas sensor and economic way to convert harmful gas into harmless 

gas. Thus, co–adsorption between molecular gases such as CO and N2O conversion to 

N2 and CO2 on ZnO nanosheets could be studied. Moreover, the mechanism of the 

reactions for absorbed molecules taking place on the ZnO nanosheets unknown and is 

an interesting subject remain for further study. 
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APPENDIX A  
 

Table A–1 Adsorption energies (∆Eads in kcal/mol) of various gases on CCL–ZnONS 

and energy gaps (∆EGAP in eV) of their corresponding adsorption complexes as the 

most stable configuration, compared to the bare surface of CCL–ZnONS, computed at 

the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. 

 

CCL–ZnONS/gas adsorption ∆Eads (kcal/mol) ∆EGAP (eV) 
CCL–ZnONS:   3.74 
O2       + CCL–ZnONS → O2/CCL–ZnONS                  –38.83  2.95 
CO     + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS                    –5.83  3.70 
CO     + CCL–ZnONS → CO/CCL–ZnONS                    –4.07  3.56 
H2O    + CCL–ZnONS → H2O/CCL–ZnONS     –14.08  3.76 
NH3    + CCL–ZnONS → NH3/CCL–ZnONS     –14.08  3.76 
H2       + CCL–ZnONS → H2/CCL–ZnONS                    –0.96  3.75 
NO     + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS                    –5.82  2.43 
NO  + CCL–ZnONS → NO/CCL–ZnONS                    –3.97  3.00 
N2O  + CCL–ZnONS → N2O/CCL–ZnONS                    –3.87  3.72 
N2O  + CCL–ZnONS → N2O /CCL–ZnONS                    –4.11  3.65 
NO2  + CCL–ZnONS → NO2 /CCL–ZnONS                    –5.54  3.51 
NO2  + CCL–ZnONS → NO2 /CCL–ZnONS                    –7.76  2.31 
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